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Maxine's Theatrical Career
nightly.
[EDITORIAL]
ceeds going toward the purchase of
In the last decade of the nine
These are Mr. Bird’s committees:
teenth
century and the flrst few
an
inhalator
—
automatic
resuscitaBooth Construction—Jim Flana
DEMOCRATS IN A WHIRL
years of the present one Maxine
tor for the Rockland Fire Depart gan, Ted Bird, Albert McCarty, Van
The Democratic State Convention ln Bangor March 27 Ls
Elllott w’as probably one of the most
ment. It must be kept in mind that Russell.
going to be an unusually Interesting party gathering, not that
Prize Purchasing and Arrange
this affair will be 100 percent local
it will have any particular bearing on the September election
and that no person in the operating ment (except beano prizes)—Nessa
or the governorship, but because of the attitude it may
group will receive a penny for his or Cowan, Dorothy Bird, Albert Mc
adopt with reference to the election of National convention
i her services. This makes lt a Carty, Fred Bird.
delegates. Maine’s “faithful*’ find themselves in a muddle
| unanimously local show, all local Contact Committee—Bob Allen,
not unlike the other States because of the Sphinxlike posi
| talent, all local management and Lions; Cleve Sleeper, Elks; Albert
tion of President Roosevelt. Some Democrats are unquali
every, penny outside of the bare McCarty, Kiwanis; Ted Bird, Rotary,
fiedly in favor of continuing the quasi “monarchy” and some
expenses going into this much need i Beano Committee—Albert Wallike the gallant Texas fisherman; but when the suave Post
ed piece of equipment for Rockland’s j lace.
master Oeneral James A. Farley has finished with the con
I Publicity Committee—Fred Bird,
Fire Department.
vention we wot that the warring leaders will have yielded to
The idea originated with Fred Bird Nessa Cowan, Oladys Philbrick, Van
the process quite commonly known as being wound around
who learned of the emergency need Russell, John Richardson.
’.he finger of the portly and good natured political technician.
Refreshment Concession Commit
for one of the new resuscitators in
Mr Farley may not know the President’s intentions, or he
this section from Chief Russell. tee—Marjorie Cummings, Gladys
may know them full well, but it would be difficult to con
With no Community Fair being held Philbrick.
vince some persons that the facetious Mr. Farley does not
Master of Ceremonies—Albert Mcthis spring, Mr. Bird felt that here
know more about manipulating national politics than
was an opportunity, and calling to ! Carty.
“Tommy the Cork'' does about rewriting the Roosevelt
gether a group of public spirited men I Finances—Harold Leach.
speeches.

“The Black Cat”

Local Citizens Band Together For Fair-Carnival Treating of Her Early Career In Her Native City of
April 4-5—Every Fenny For Rockland
Rockland, and of Beauty Which Led to a
Triumphant Theatrical Career
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Photo Fans’ Best

The French may not have been particularly impressed
with the purpose of Sumner Welles’ visit to Europe, but they
certainly were with hfs sartorial appearance. His cutaway,
they thought, was not quite as fancy as Anthony Eden's, but
his business suits surpassed those of the well dressed British
diplomat. What Great Britain thought may never be ex
pressed in English language No man ever went abroad who
stirred up such conflicting emotions as Sumner Welles has.
Even here at home nobody seems to know why he went—
whether to play the role of peacemaker or to amass certain
data regarding Europe's complicated quarrel.

ALTOGETHER TOO MANY
The world's estimated population is two and one-quarter
billion, and according to the Associated Press more than
half of them are at war. And what concerns most of us is
to know whether the maximum has been reached.

LLNCOLN COUNTY CONTEST

When the Lincoln County delegation meets at the Re
publican State Convention in Portland April 4, it will be
called upon to make choice from the two candidates for
member of the State committee. That position is sought byArthur R Greenleaf, at present commissioner of Sea and
Shore Fisheries; and County Attorney J. B. Perkins, Jr.
Uncoln County has some militant Republican leaders and it
would appear that quite a few of them are parking in
Boothbay Harbor.

“TURQUOISE TRAILS”
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE BY

ALTON HALL BLACKINGTON

By The Roving Reporter

According to the Portland Sun
day paper Congressman Oliver was
j urging the WPA. to develop a net
work of “bridal” paths. But lt
' seems that the project which the
First District Congressman has in
mind is “bridle" paths,

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
8.15 P. M.
ELKS AUSPICES

TICKETS 50c, 25c
26-34

KEN MacKENZIE and his
NEW RADIO REVUE
NINE—RADIO ENTERTAINERS LN PERSON—NINE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, FRIDAY, MAR. 15
Evening 8.00 o’clock
Admission 15c, 25c, 35c

27-31

nttouttctng

GONE WITH THE WIND
Starting
SUNDAY, MARCH 24—Entire Week
WEEKDAYS
Morning Shows—10.00 A. M.
Matinee Shows—2.00 P. M.
Come sny time up to 2.05 and see a Complete Show.
(not reserved)
All Evening Shows—7.30 P. M. (reserved)
SUNDAY
Matinee 3.00; Evening 7.30 o’clock (all seats reserved)

RESERVED SEAT SALE OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 15
Box Offlce Open >aily 9.00 A. M. TUI 9.30 P. M.
Mail Orders Accepted Now

PRICES:

SUNDAY MAT.

WEEKDAYS

_—

morning

/ SC AND
ALL
.NITE SHOWS

Now Being Shown At
Maine Amateur Exhi
bition In Portland

Plenty Smoke
But Small Damage Re
sulted From Saturday’s
Lime Co. Blaze

A spectacular blaze at the Northend plant of the Rockland & Rock
port Ume Corp., produced huge
quantities of smoke and a big crowd
Saturday afternoon when the high
conveyor house of the flux stone de
partment was damaged to the extent
of possibly $2000. this damage being
almost entirely confined to the con
veyor belt.
The lofty contraption is designed
to take crushed stone from the dump
cars of the railroad over a roadway
to the huge storage pile from which
it is loaded onto barges by a second
conveyor. The structure damaged
Saturday was simply a huge belt
running on a high trestle housed
over with a wooden framework
covered with sheet iron as a protec
tion against the elements. The
trestle was undamaged, the belt de
stroyed and the wooden frame of
the covering so weakened as to need
replacement in some sections. The
This was one of Maxine Elliott’s favorite pictures
equipment has not been used in
several weeks and will not be need photographed women in the world. praise of King Edward VII to the 1 the legitimate stage She built the
ed until June 1 so that no men were Whether she played in the most tribute of Uie late Robinson Locke, | handsome Maxine Elliott Theatre, at
thrown out of employment. Rather, luxurious theatre in New York or in editor and publisher of "The Toledo 190 West Thirty-ninth Street, at a
a crew will be given considerable the paltriest playhouse in the prov- Blade," who. worshipping from afar, cost of $750,000.
She owned two
work on replacement of the dam ; inces, the account of her perform devoted many hours to the compila- valuable residences in New York, an
aged sections, starting at once.
(Continued on Page Pour)
ance was certain to be devoted in tion of a three-volume scrap book |
The fire apparently started from
a salamander used for heating ma
terials. and under impetus of a
strong west wind, swept swiftly
through the structure, destroying
Red Cross Yarn Fund
the belt and emitting huge elouds of
smoke. The flre department swung
Asks Public Support—
into swift action, using hydrant
Knitting For Finland
streams and the Mack engine,
No greater appeal has ever pumping salt water.
touched the hearts of Knox County
citizens than the need of the inno Mrs. Joseph Dondis,
1.00
cent and harassed women and chil Mrs. L. A. Thurston,
1.00
dren of Finland. One of their keen Mrs. Lela Haskell, Union,
5.00
APPLETON
i of 10 years for extension of lines in ing these monies are: Salaries of
est emergency requirements is for Isaac Calderwood, Vinalha
Several
new
names
were
added
that territory; and for the operation offlcers, $11,000; town debt. $12,000;
warm clothing. Their summer sea
ven,
2.00
to the municipal roster at Appleone
u«ht located ln front Interest town debt, $3 500; Insurance.
son ls very short, not beginning for Mr. & Mrs. Fred Oreenlaw,
..
of the store of Brown & Sproul.
manj- weeks yet, and thelr winters
1.00 ton’s town meeting, among them
Vinalhaven,
a Nq
on $3300; bond treasurer and collector.
are very severe as has been shown Thomaston Branch, Ameri
$75; temporary loans, $50,000; ad
new moderator in the person of taxes pald to fuU
July , but
by reports of ths present conflict.
can Red Cross,
vertising natural resources, $600.
11.70
Harold Nutter. H. C. Edgecomb on the other hand Interest will be this to Include $400 for the Chamber
Knox County Chapter. American
Red Cross, has responded to the
$101.70 slid into the position of flrst select- charged lf they remain unpaid thc of Commerce.
need of these sufferers and is ask
man with no opposition, but hls run- following January.
Oeneral school maintenance, $33,ing volunteers to knit clothing, CAMDEN CLALM APPROVED
ners-up supplied keen voting: O. T. I
• • • •
400; school repairs, $500; health
sweaters, etc., at once. Yam Is
CAMDEN
department, $300; equipment, $200;
The House committee on claims Keene was elected second selectman |
supplied free to all knitters every has approved the Smith bill for over Austin Towle by a vote of 67
Highlight of Camden voting yes- physical education, $700; Industrial
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons $1000 damages for Mrs. Annie E to 45; and A. O. Pitman took third terday was the question of legalized education, $2100; Public library,
2 to 4 o'clock at the second floor Brown of Camden, who suffered a place by 60 tallies to hls rival, L. J. Sunday movies, an affirmative vote $2,000; Fire Department. $5500; hy
room. 447 Main street, over Ballard wrist and other injuries when she Johnson's 40.
carrying the article by the wide drant service, $5200; street lighting,
Business School.
Road commissioners are L. N. margin of 467 to 112. Serenity $4750; support of poor. $10,000; aid
fell over an unprotected ditch on
The necessity for volunteer funds a WPA project. The bill was intro Moody, Harold Wadsworth and L. reigned throughout the day and in to dependent children, $2000; Vet
to buy this yam is apparent. The duced by Representative Smith and A. Linscott; clerk and treasurer, B. the matter of town offices there was
erans' and Blind Aid, $200; District
local Red Cross Chapter has no asked for $1300. It will be Included J. Ness; tax collector, R. J. Oushee; only one contest, that for treasurer
Nurse, $500; Mountain View ceme
funds for the purpose and it must in the omnibus claims bill now be constables, Orrin Robbins, R. J. in which Myrtle Sherman received
tery, $300; American Legion ex
come from patriotic local citizens. ing prepared by the committee.
Gushee; school committee, Irene 331 votes and Charles F. Dwinal, penses on Memorial Day, $100; re
The Courier-Gazette will gladly re
Mink.
280.
pair and construction roads and
ceive these funds which will be
A total of $10,682 will be expended
Charles King is the only new bridges, $15,000; repair and con
listed each Tuesday. The local quota
the coming year and for these pur- member on the board of selectmen.' struction of sidewalks, $2,000; street
was 8500 warth of yam which has
poses: Support of schools, $5800; Hls count was 438; Allie U. Dough- cleaning. $700; sewers and catch
been purchased and is being knitted
An exhibit and demonstration
support of poor, $1,000; roads and erty, 527; Clayton R. McCobb, 520; basins, $1700; State Aid road con
into wearing apparel. The gifts of of the newest in fishing tackle
bridges, $1900; maintenance State Maurice Payson, 511; and William struction, $2199; maintenance State
amounts to this yarn fund, large or
will be given this evening at
Aid roads, $100; maintenance third, F. Packard, 403. The total ballot' and State Aid roads, $1200; main
small, will be gratefully received
class roads, $595; patrol, $350; snow I cast was 644. Ruie F. Gross whose j tenance third class roads, $600.
and duly acknowledged.
H. H. Crie Co. Store
removal, $200; town expenses, $400; term expired this year, was re-elec- Removing snow. $4,000; protection
Previously reported,
$74.00
Second Floor
offlcers, $800; town debt, $500; ted to the School Board. Unopposed shade trees, $500; public beach, $300;
Thursday Charity Club,
5.00
All Are Welcome
Memorial Day, $10; street lights,, Clerk, John L. Tewksbury received I
(Continued on Page Two)
Mrs. E. F. Olover,
1.00
$300; State Aid road construction, 577 votes; Frank P. Alexander, tax
$533; cutting bushes, $50; school collector, 528. Charles C. Wood
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
nursing, $44.
served as moderator.
Labor on highways will be paid
The budget committee was in If I had my life to live again I
have made a rule to read some
28 cents an hour for man power creased from 21 to 25 members, would
poetry and listen to some music at
once a week The loss of these
and $1 and hour for use of truck, among the new names being those least
tastes la a loss of happiness. —Charles
lhe town line wiU be surveyed at a of: Dr. Harry O. Tounge, Jr., Mary Darwin
A Song and Dance Revue by tbe Pupils of
cost of $10.
[E. Nash, Jessie B. Hosmer, Charles CORAL TREASURE ON THE BEACH
Florence L. Molloy
Advertising natural resources and E. King, Myrtle Sherman, Rexford The sea confirmed upon the shore
tide a message from the deep
controUlng white pine blister rust Daniels, William E. Reed and Emily By
Mysterious shelf of ocean floor.
TUESDAY, MARCH 12
Where old shlpa lie in salty sleep.
do not Interest Appleton residents B. Jagels.
and they will pay nothing to these I Taxpayers will need to raise $137,- This fragment, weed-entwined, whose
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, ROCKLAND
whorl
ends.
Assent was given selectmen 724 to cover appropriations this The sea once hid. tells of a reef
8.15 O’CLOCK
ADULTS 35c; CHILDREN 25c
wave by wave the patient coral
to enter a contract with the Cen- amount exceeding by about $400 Where
Builds cities rare beyond belief.
29*30-31
tral Maine Power Co. for a terra those of a year ago. Objects rerelv—John Ritchey

The second annual Maine Ama
teur Photographic Exhibition is be
ing held at the Eastland Hotel,
Portland. Many outstanding prints
from contributors throughout New
England have been selected for dis
play by the exhibition jury, consist
ing of Joseph B. Kahili. Franklin
Grant and Ralph P. Blood, all wide
ly known In Maine art and photo
graphic circles.
First prize was awarded by the
judges to W. H. Schofield for his ex
cellent picture, "Back Road." An
award will also be given the ex
hibitor whose print receives the
greatest number of votes from the
general public in attendance at the
exhibition.
A great many prints, executed
chiefly by Maine amateurs, were
submitted. Out of these, only 100
were selected by the Judges for
hanging, in keeping with the policy
of the sponsors, the Bicknell Photo
Service of Portland, to limit the ex
hibition to this number of pictures.
Exhibitors in the “Bicknell Hun
dred-Print Salon" include Richard
| Bird. Clifton A Crosa, Raymond F.
Cross. Osgood A. Gilbert. Hugh
Little and J. A. Perry, Rockland and
Joel Miller, Thomaston.

Money Is Needed

TUESDAY, MARCH 19

AND MATINEE '

MISTER MODERATOR BUSY IN MANYTOWNS
Cainden Has New Treasurer, St. George A New
Clerk—Union Stands Pat on “Old Timers”—
Results In Other Communities

FISHERMEN!!!

“KEWPIE KIDS”

C

of her career which now, bequeathed
to the New York Public Library, is
one of the fullest available sources
of her biography.
Materially, she profited as handsomely as any American actress of

o

SUMNER WELLES’ CLOTHES

Matinee 400 P. M.
Admission 10c, 25c

the main to her beauty, which
seemed to excuse any defect a critic
may have found in her skill as an
actress,
Miss Elliott’s beauty aroused universal admiration, from the gracious

K

The Courier-Gazette Want Ada Work Wonders

A crack Finnish marksman has
Just received a leave after two
and one-half months at the front,
and most folks will agree that he
earned lt, for he ls credited with
having “picked off” 219 Russians
with his rifle.

Jean Crie of Thomaston writes:
‘I read The Black Cat item con
cerning humming birds and enclose
a snapshot of a humming bird rest
ing on a wire! During that time of
some five or ten minutes the hum
ming bird showed no fright as I
watched and took a picture. The
picture is a bit deceiving for the
tree-like parts are in reality del
phiniums and the wires resembling
telephone lines are antenna wires
but a few feet from the camera.”
The Black Cat editor regrets that
the snapshot was not suitable for
a newspaper cut, but is much inter
ested in the item.

The largest craft afloat Is the
British steamship Queen Elizabeth.
Placed in Main street, stem in front
of the W. H. Glover Co.’s office, her
bow would be ln front of Babbidge’s
Photo Studio. So says Capt. John
A Stevens, who did the measuring.
Rockland has three cannon on ex
hibition—two on the Grand Army
premises and tn Gay Park at the
Junction of Main and North Main
streets. Were they sometime in ac
tive service, and where?
Kennebec Journal:—“A crew of
the state highway department
thawing out a culvert on the Sid
ney road uncovered a large number
of Insects of various kinds and
also some bull frogs, which as soon
as they were out ln the open ap
peared as lively as though it was
the middle of summer. One of
the members of the crew picked up
a couple of them and was taking
them home to enliven hls back
yard.” This must be somewhere
ln the vicinity of Principal Joseph
E. Blaisdell’s summer home. Won
der he wouldn't get some samples
tor hls biology class.
—o~
A Rockland truckman who is
highly regarded by hls many pa
trons certainly does hls bit to
ward making Rockland a better
place ln which to Uve. Every
week he carts away the rubbish
which has accumulated on the
premises of more than 100 citizens.
Chandler Pierce of Owls Head
read The Black Cat Item about
Otis Lewis walking across the
channel between Ash Point and
Ash Lsland. “That’s nothing,’’ said
Mr. Pierce; ”55 years ago I drove
onto the island with a pair of
horses and did my fanning.”

Chandler Pierce recalls an In
teresting trip he made to Rockland
the day the S.S. City of Rockland
went ashore on Orindstone Ledge.
The mate was anxious to get here
at the earliest possible moment and
Chandler volunteered to bring
him. Tlie mate looked at Chand
ler’s blind horse and was frankly
skeptical, but 20 minutes later he
was on Tillson wharf, disappointed
because the driver didn't charge
him more.
An East Warren man, whose
name shall remain a secret, lost hls
pipe one day and searched the en
tire premises for it, in vain. When
he went into the barn next morn
ing lo and behold! There was his
young bull holding the pipe ln his
mouth, apparently begging for a
match.
One year ago: Winslow-Hol
brook Post celebrated its 20th an
niversary. Among the speakers were
Deparment Commander Frank E.
Lowe and National Vice Com
mander Edward Johnson of Port
land.—Mr. and Mrs. George I
Shaw bought thc S. T. Kimball
house on Maple street.—Mrs. Sid
ney G. Hupper, 84, died at her
home on Rankin street.
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CLOSE AT BELFAST
Their unsuccessful , TIIE 'COAST ARTILLERY
M. A. Brown who has been road Mank, 432
School buildings repairs, $300.
George C. Thompson was elected
commissioner the past year was un rivals were Maurice Hilton, 386;
Reorganization of the 240th Coast
Insurance school bus, $126.20.
seated in favor of Fred Geary, the and Ernest G. Castner, 197. M. ' Artillery Regiment, Maine National mayor of this city today, defeating
THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK_______ I
...................... Support of poor, $6005.
vote being 179 to 129. The com Louise Miller received 419 votes f<« (Guard/t0 pr'ovlde for increased fir- H. C. Buzzell by 43 votes in the
Miscellaneous bills. $2000.
sanding, $1500; common schools,
R . » » * ♦ ♦ ♦ * * « * * «t
'Continued from Page One)
treasurer and tax collector as
strenBth in addition of two city's first mayoralty contest in
pensation
will be $4.50 a day.
Salaries
of
offlcers,
$2150.
High School, school books and
The intoxication of anger. ••• town dump, $800. outstanding bills,
Other town officers chosen yes- against Willis H. Crowell, M®-) three-lnch anti-aircraft rifles, a bat- years. Thompson polled 1254 votes
Bonded debt, $2000.
supplies.
$4000;
repairs
and
in

... like that of the grape, shows us » $100; preparation of assessors' plans.
terdav were Town Clerk C Meser- ! school committee. Kenneth K Wes- | tery of 50-caliber machine guns, to Buzzell's 1211. The city has the
Snow removal. $500.
•* to others but hides us from our; |5qq. t0 participate in Federal surance on school buildings, $340:
vey F Ames; treasurer. ix>on W ton. 465; Walter E. Kaler. 249.
addition of three battalion j manager form of government, and
Interest bn bonds. $500.
X Works Progress projects, $7500; Memorial Day, $25; for repair of
Town
roads
and
bridges,
$1200.
Sanborn;
members
of
school
comRoad
commi?
sioners
arc;
Andrew
headquaters
batteries and redesig-in previous years there has usually
A control of white pine blister rust. sidewalks, $50 • • • •
mittee, S. Clinton Calderwood e Eugley, 453; Leland M. Johnson. nation of duties for itr searchlight ’ been bul one candidate for mayor,
State aid maintenance. $100.
Til V AC TUC TfYIVW $300: maintenance of ^oat at public
Maintenance
State
highway. ithree years) and A. E. Libby (two 389; E. John Miller, 486. Tlie also- battery will be effected at once, Col
SOUTH THOMASTON
1 ALK vr 1 nt 1UWW landing. $100; permanent improveyears); constable, P. A. White, com- ram were Norman Miller, 142; Fogg. commander, said last n'ght.j First call for fishermen. A cor$1330.
If lhe taxpayers had raised 50
------ment to school buildings, $700.
Maintenance special resolve road.' pensdlion $100. With $50 additional Franklin Pitcher, 292; Edwin Reed. The reorganization is pursuin' to dial invitation is extended to all
Battery E basketball team will
‘Passed over'1 was the action, or cents more nt yesterday's town $400.
as traffic officer; trustees of the j 181. Fire wards: Fred Boggs, 508: orders issued by the Secretary of fishing enthusiasts to come tonight
wind up its season tonight with a
oj jt on t|le arlicle to sell to meeting the dollar total would have
Aid for dependent children, $1812 public library. Albert Carver, L. E. Kenwcod Creamer, 446; Charles P War fcb. 27 and for which he re-1 to a demonstration and exhibition
double-header playing Dainariscot-,j jjygp Montgomery and Ruth run into five figures. But the town
Williams and Phyllis Black; chief Freeman, 513.
Soldiers' flags. $5.
ceived confirmation Monday, Col.1 of all the newest in fishing tackle
ta Locals at 9 o'clock and the Shell perrv j 00o feet Of jand for t)1P sum was spared that fate the aggregate
of fir? department, Ernest Clay
Street lights, $628.50.
Ralph
Miller
served
as
modera

Fogg ;i.1 Recently the alio.ted at the H. H. Crie Co., second floor,
Oas Team of Gardiner at 10 o'clock. of $100 to be taken fiom the water being $9X09.50.
Athletic ground. $230.
ter, $50 ...
tor.
nunier'cal strength of the regiment There is no obligation to buy. Drop
Ail of the candidates for select
The public is invited free of charge. front property fo- the purpose of
Cutting bushes. $400
I L. E. Williams wielded the modIt was voted that Sunday movies was increased under provis'ers of in any time through the evening
men
found
tlieir
way
opposed.
Por
extending the garage building now
Project works, excise tax plus. orator's gavel, and gave excellent
and look over Uie exhibit.
Tlie last quiet hour service of
be continued, and it was also voted the Emergency Defense Act.
the top position on. the board S. O
occupied by Lee ten est.
■ satisfaction. These appropriations
$533.
to establish a Poor Farm, a com
tlie lenten season will be held in
Hurd,
veteran
of
many
battles.
A ten-year contract for street
Public health nurse. $162.
were made;
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
mittee of five being appointed to
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
the Universalist vestry tonight, lighting with the Central Maine'had 58 votes and David Pollofk 27
State aid road. $800
Common Schools, $7330.
have
charge
of
tills
matter:
E.
Ashj
soloists Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad. Power Co. was authorised. The I p°- i*coud «-lwtman Allard Pierce
Maintenance third class road.
Free High School, $3800.
ley Walter. Dr. George Coombs, i
Friends please arrive before 7 30.
school was permitted the use of the' had 57 and Lewis Simons 40; for $325.
Repairs on school buildings, $500. Maurice Hilton, Henry Mason and j
third selectman Frank R Maloney
Reduction of indebtedness, $1000
School supplies, etc., $430.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary Opera House for Ihe payment of had 51 and Andrew Anderson 44
Fred Simmons.
Barnes District road. $500
Free text books, $600
$5
a
day.
Raymond
W.
Tibbetts
may
will meet Wednesday evening at 7.30
Henceforth any appropriation 1
OUver R. Hamlin made lus debut
Salaries of town officers, $2700.
in Legion hall
Supper will be n<>* receiv<‘ a P«nnit
^e estabover $100 will bc voted upon by ,
in town affairs but was defeated for
UNION
Mothers' aid and dependent chil
served at 6, Olive Carnes and Carla Ashment of a radio swtion.
secret ballot.
the school committee by Elizabeth
Town meeting organized yester dren, $1460.
KJrk in charge. Past presidents
Tills ordinance was adopted; No
Appropriations
amounted
to
Mitchell—56 to 17.
Unanimous day with two officials highly esSupport of Poor. $4703.
will occupy the chairs at the Aux public garage, gasoline station or
$57,503.17 as compared to $56,818.71
election
was
the
lot
of
Eugeue
F.
leemed
by
lh
e
towiupeop'e-HerState aid road construction,
junk shop shall be erected and opiliary meeting.
last year.
Harrington as town clerk and Ran bert L. Grinnell as moderator and ’ $79950
| crated in the compact section of
Roads and bridges. $3003
Names of 113 Norwich University I town without a special license and dall Hopkins as treasurer and tax- !Clarence LeOUard as clerk These
Baraca Class of the M. E Church
collector.
I town offlcers were chosen:
Tarring roads. $1000.
Freshmen pledged to become mem- . hearing.
will
have a supper Wednesday at 6 |
Playing again tlie role of moderaAssessors and OverRoad patrol on State Aid Road,
bers of fraternities as the result.ol
Although tlie article created cono'clock at the vestry. Followed by
tor G. C. Putnam dispo.,ed of the 51 seers of Poor—Herbert L, Grinnell. $275.
a rushing period of one week liave J siderable discussion, it was finally
business meeting and annual elec
articles in approved manner.
Maintenance of third class road.
tc halrman > Will Cobb Perry and
been made public. Two Greek let voted lo build a drainage ditch from
tion of offlcers. Rev. Charles A. i
The appropriations were:
$578.
W. George Payson.
ter societies, Theta Clii and Phi Limerock street back of the lots on
Marstaller will give an illustrated I
Town government. $1203; pro
Clearing roads of snow. $300.
Treasurer—Clarence Leonard.
Kappa Delia, each pledged 25 men, Jacobs avenue and along tlie prop
lecture in the evening.
tection of persons and property,
Repairs
on
Lane's
Lsland
road,
School Committee 'three years)—
maximum allowed by the Interfra erty line of Donald Crawford and
$50; health and sanitation. $25;
I $250
Herbert A. Hawes.
ternity Council's rushing rules. Mary E. Talbot; the sum of $2000
maintenance of highways and
Fire department and forest fires.
Tax Collector—Grevls F. Payson
Sigma Alpha Epsilon received 22. was appropriated for this purpose.
bridges, inclusive of jiatrol, snow re
$800
at I), cents per dollar.
In Memoriam
lota Pi Kappa 21 and Sigma Phi
moval and cutting of bushes, $100C;
Free Public Library. $500
The appropriations:
In memory of. and with apprecia public welfare $1000.
Epsilon 20. Names of the pledged
Memorial Day, $75.
Common and High Schools. $5600
freshmen include that of Richard tion lor the loyal and efficient serv
Elementary schools, etc., $2800;
Incidental expenses, $700
Repairs
of
schoolhouses.
$400.
G. Ellingwood of 67 Talbot, avenue. ices given to the Town of Camden; schoolhouse repairs. $100; school ad
Health officer and school physi- j
-------Text books and Incidentals, $800
------Abraham Lincoln Bryant
ministration. $190; Town Hall re- i
School laboratory and library. cian, $200
Commander Albert Wallace has
Born, Hope. March 29. 1866. Died
pairs. $150; State Aid road construe
Street lighting. $1390
recently received a letter from Camden. Feb. 6. 1940. A resident of |^^:'"7el^“‘^7’$^.
$150.
Hydrant
service and municipal
Support of poor. $2500.
FYank Samuel. National Adjutant Camden for 60 years. From1932-38 ademption of notes and bonds,
water, $2000
of the American Legion, notifying served the Town in various capaci- $500.
Roads and bridges, $2500.
Interest on loans, $5C0
him that if lus Post will hold a ties. Constable 1932-38 Traffic
Maintenance of third class road.
Maintenance cf spjeial resolve
Third class construction. $600
birthday party during the week ol officer 1936-38.
highway. $204; repairing Spruce $907.
Article 59. To see if the town will
March 15. National Headquarter.'.
Clerence Atwood Flak
Patrolling
State
Roads.
$375.
Head bridge, $100; maintenance of
vote
to authorize a committee of
will award all qualified Posts a
Born. Warren. June 17 1885 Died
Interest. $600.
third class highway, $173; child
five,
to
investigate the former Tax
large photograph showing all the camden. May 15. 1939. A resident welfare. $350; joining Maine MuMiscellaneous. $1100.
/
Collector's
accounts for the years
Past National Commanders of The
v CO
Snow bills. $1500.
, of Camden for 50 years. Instructor r.icipal Association. $30
1939. 1938. 1937. 1936. 1935 and 1934.
American Legion. To qualify, each
| of music in Camden schools 1928-39 j Electric lighting of Town Wall 1 Care of the Common $60.
to make such settlement with the
Post which is not yet over the top
Town officers. $1900.
J. Hale Hodgman
; $12; material fcr construction of
Bondsmen as shall to them seem for
in membership may win one of these
Born. Camden. April 14, 1862. Died ' special resolve road. $350; reim- 1 Electric Street lights. $350
the town's best interest, committee
awards by reporting an over the top
Memorial Dpy. $50.
Camden, Dec. 2, 1939. Treasuer of bursement to the State for malntento
be composed of two persons
membership to its Department
Insurance on school buildings. named by Ute Bondsmen, two to bc
the Town of Camden for the year . ance of Oeorges River road, $310,
Headquarters prior to March 22.
1909. Treasurer of the Town of public health work. $45: miscellane- $300.
named by Ute Board of Selectmen,
Post Adjutant Oilman Seabury ad
Schoolhouse notes. $1000.
Cainden from 1912-39.
ous. $350.
and one to be chosen by Utese four.
\ #
vises that the quota assigned Wins
Richard Hammond
I The voters "passed over" tlie fol- I Maintenance of State Aid roads A majority vole of the Committee
low-Holbrook Post for 1940 Ls 230
Born Brunswick. April 16, 1862.1 lowing articles, school flags appro- 8M0to govern all decisions.
members and to dale. 210 members
State Aid construction. 799 50.
Died
Camden, Dec. 5, 1939. A resi- priation sidewalk appropriation;
The budget ccommittee had
are signed up and only 20 more
School nursing, $66
dent
of
Camden
for
40
years
Milk
bituminous
face
treatment
for
State
recommended
laying this article
members are needed to qualify. In
Vose Library, $100.
Aid roads; advertising towns nat
on the table indefinitely', but it was
a recent letter to the membership Inspector lrom 1918-39.
MARCH 11-16
Nettle Ernestine Knight
ural resources; sinking fund for
Music in schools. $50.
voted to appoint a committee of in
reference the Past's objective in at
redeeming
Monroe
Trust
Fund
Born
Wiscaset,
April
11.
1880
Assist Boy Scouts. $100.
vestigation.
ib. pkg.
taining its quota before March 15.
Tarring road from Hawes schoolIt was voted to raise no money
NATION-WIDE—RED BAG
the response has been very satis Died Camden, Sept. 25. 1939. A bonds; committee and appropriation
for removing bushes from the
factory and encouraging, and the resident of Camden for 36 years. for Hix Memorial Bridge; reim- house to Warren line. $750.
COFFEE
. . .
Tarring State Aid road from highway.
membership committee hopes that Teacher in the schools of Camden bursement of Frances H Maloney
for
tax
paid
on
land.
Route
17
at
Burgess
Corner,
toward
for
25
years.
Principal
of
Elm
street
Workmen
on
the
roads
will
be
the Rockland Post will be the recip
It was voted to adopt the fame the "Tobev Turn, $400.
paid 50 cents an hour, and the
ient of the award offered by Na School 1925-39.
• • • •
ii. pkj
method
of
tax
collection
as
last
'
same
rate of pay was voted for the
SOUP MIX .
Forest
fire
hand
tools,
$25.
tional headquarters.
CUSHING
year; to appoint a committee to ( The selectmen were authorized to firemen.
Quiet atmosphere and average at- sell town owned property acquired investigate the matter of establish
The letting of Town Hall for the
tendance ruled the day in Cushing by tax lien process. The committee ing a town farm and report at the ensuing year was left wiUi the se
PKG 15C
NATION-WIDE CURRANTS GRECIAN
lectmen.
where residents were content to comprises three selectmen. David next annual town meeting.
ibide by officialdom as Ls, re-elect- Pcflock and I. J. Putnam.
• • • .
Article 58, asking that the next
Sd.^) 19c
GENERAL KNOX TEA BAGS .
ing all candidates save one, R. E. •
• • . •
.
VINALHAVEN
W.P A. project bc for the improve
Stevens, road commissioner, who
ST. GEORGE
Exhibiting a fine degree of con- ment of the school grounds was in
PIE
• 2 PKGS 19c
GOOD LUCK LEMON FILLING
' did not choose to run". His past
There were two contests Jn ves- ' ridence m the budget committee's definitely postponed.
Two cemetery bequests $200 each
was filled by Sam Olson, a unami- terday's town meeting, Wilfred rclx)rt lhe voters yesterday acceptmous choice.
Robinson defeating C. E. Wheel' i *** Practically all of tlie recommen- from the estates of Mrs. Annie B
LAURA LANE
Those who continue to serve the for the one-year term on the school dations contained in the 60-odd ar- Calderwood and Thotnas J. Young
1940
AssoaTtn
were accepted.
LILYCHOP
1 L( 25c
iown another year are; W. B. Hold- board; while Allison Morris defeat- [ t;c'e-s
CHOCOLATES
•ox
Plymouth Touring
er. clerk; S. E. Hyler. N. H. Young, ed Elmer Kalio for road commis-1
The election of officers developed
FORMOSA
Tudor
WALDOBORO
R. A. Davis, selectmen and over- sioner.
| three live contests, the first of
S ond A-OLD FASHIONED
, z, LB
TtA EX™*
Heater; 5C9 .Miles; Like New ;
Several contests featured the
CELLO
PKG
I CA FANCY
seers of the poor; S. E. Hyler. N. F
Othet town officers were elected j *blch was over the offlce of third
PEPPS and CHECKS
Liberal Discount
(.selectman. Sidney L. Winslow was t°wn meeting in Waldoboro where
BAG 9<
Spear. R. W. Davis, assessors and as follows:
nearly
every
office
was
sought
vig

Clerk—Mrs. Mabelle Rose
the dinner, receiving 148 votes.
fence viewers; B S. Geyer, treasur
1939 Ford Station Wag’n er; R. W. Davis, school committee; Selectmen, Assessors and Over- ((Mfamst 118 cast for George Stra- orously by determined candidates.
1 LB
CREAM CORN STARCH
has **€n second select- William H. Brooks, Jr., who was
PKGS I9c
1939 Ford Sedan
B S. Geyer, W. B. Holder. A. V. seers of Poor—F. H. Smalley, Al- rhan
elected clerk was the only nominee
Orff; constables; N. H. Young. A mond C. Hall and Ralph Sinunons. ‘ man the past year. Harland A.
J 938 Chevrolet Coupe
unappesed; his vote was 663. The
Treasurer
and
Collector
—
J.
T.
1
Townsend
and
Freeman
L.
Roberts
.
2«gs19c
STALEY CUBE STARCH .
H. Young and Mr. Olson, road com
1938 Plymuoth Sedan
Simmons.
were elected first and second se- vote for selectmen resulted thus:
missioners.
One year—Fred L. Burns, 466;
School Board for three years—F. I lectmen, respectively,
1937 Dodge Sedan
Funds of the town were voted H. Hunter.
PUMPKIN or SQUASH FANCY
. 2
25c
t The contest for tax collector and [William H. Hilton, 211; two years,
into these classifications: School
1936 Ford Pick-up
Fire W’ards—Tlie selectmen.
excise tax collector was the closest Herbert E. Mank. 500; J. O. Jamebudget, $2850; repairs of roads and
W. L. Wheeler again proved his | of the day Dorothy Billings who 1 son. 182; three years, Alton O. Win1937 Plymouth Tudor
SPLENDID
bridges, $1,000; support of poor,
1935 Chevrolet Sedan
prewess as moderator.
j has been acting in those capacities chenbach, 387; Chester M. Light.
CAMPFIRE
$1300; snow removal, $500; repairs
2 JUGS 19c
VANILLA
These appropriations were made: 'since Dec. 11, 1939, wa* re-elected 332.
1934 Pontiac Sedan
MARSHMALLOWS
of school buildings, $50; town offl
School
budget,
$11,000
receiving
156
votes,
while
her
op-|
Assessorswentintoofficebythe.se
1933 Dodge Sedan
NAVY
cers, $700; incidentals, $600; State
School flags, $5
ponent Maurice Leadbetter. had counts; Sanford L. Brown. 468:
1931 Ford Roadster
2 «gs 37c
SWEET ond
Aid patrol, $500; cutting bushes on
School building insurance, $124.60. 147.
j Ernest L. Burns, 497; LaforeJ I.
2 NO
cans*25c
PEAS TENDER
1930 Ford Tudor
State Aid Highway, $175; Old Aid
assistance. $245; interest and dis
A CHOICE OE 30 OTIIERS
count. $150; third class road main
We Do Our Own Financing
"
N,l7t
BREAD and BUTTER PICKLES “BUDLONG
JAR
tenance, $216; sanding machine,
$120; school nursing. $27.
Having granted a “Yes' to the
NATION-WIDE CUP and SAUCER OATS
PKG
question of joining the Maine Muni
cipal Association, the meeting then
adjourned at mid-afternoon, after
LADY LOUISE
I a session marked with peace and
, harmony.

The Courier-Gazette

“MISTER MODERATOR” BUSY IN TOWNS

X *1’”-Cotton
N » ♦ — »-♦-■»- ♦ • ♦

Enjoy this Fine Quality

SALADA
TEA

’my friends anv

FAMILY AIL tMJOY

ORANGE <
PEKOE '/2
FORMOSA
OOLONG %

33

25c

LOANSupto$3oo

LIBERTY
Thc
annual
town meeting was
. . . For Easter Shopping
held March 4. with Arthur Boyn
... To Pay Old Bills
ton Moderator. Selectmen, asses—quickly, privately, without embairass,
,
_
ment
No co signers necessary
No fors allu overseers of poor, Roy M
wage asalgnment
Employer or friends' Traskj W. R. Cole and E. B
not notified
Whitaker; treasurer, J. F. Burkill;
PICK YOL'R OWN PAYMENTS
tax collector, Arthur Boynton;
Monthly payments Including
Cash
ALL charges for:
town clerk, J. P. Sanford; road
to
20 mos.
5 mos.
12 mos.
You
commissioners, W L. Grant, For
$10 92
$5 02
$50
rest Jewett, LjTnan Boynton; school
100
21 84
10 05
$6.72
moii' committee, Earl Millay. C. C. Banks,
15 07
1008
32 75
150
13 40 F. C. Tibbetts.
43 61
20 IO
200
29 90
19.90
65.22
300
Money raised as follows: Treas
If you can afford the small r"payments
urer
$100; town offlcers and mis
shown above you should not hesitate
to write or phone us for a loan at onee cellaneous expenses, $1200; sup
A»k for Mr. Bielly
port of poor, $650; roads and
bridges, including commissioners'
salaries and 50-50, $1500; steeet
lights, $180; patrolman's salary and
2nd Floor
Kresge Bldg.
Room 201
maintenance Route No. 3 $800;
241 Water Street
Tel, 1155
Augusta. Me. maintenance special resolve road,
small Loan Statute License No 1
$50: cutting bushes on improved
Chargee 3r on unpaid Monthly Balance
up to $150. 2’..', Monthly on Balances road. . $120; mainteance third- class
above.
road, $499; snow removal and

PERSONAL
FINANCE CO.

FACULTISSUES2ei7c

CLEANS ALUMINUM QUICKLY

ii itb the SHOW BAKE
and Built-in Oil Burners!

BRILLO

See perfect baking through a glass
door in an electrically lignted oven.
Extra large oven bakes
USE OUR
with Oil or Heat-cont rolled Gas. Two pow
erful, factory built-in
Oil Burners. Rugged,
dependable construc
tion.

DRAIN OPENER

Hedlth fitd&Stint

O// Qas

SCOTTISSUE
WALDORF
SCOTTOWELS

COMBINATION

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 MAIN STREET,

SMALL
PKG

OXYDOL...........................

BUDGET
PLAN

THE NEW

FOR SLUGGISH DRAINS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ft ai'ti'

A &

3

ROLLS

23c

4 ROLLS 19c
ROLL

2

CAN
LARGE
PKG

PKGS

17c

1 5c
2I<

SPRY
1 LB1 CAN
CAP

3 LB CAN

I9c

53c

IOC

tt

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

March 15—Ken MacKenzie'* new
radio revue al Community Bldg.
March 16—Warren—Annual ball ot
Union Farmers' Co-operative Trading
Club
March 17—Palm Sunday.
March 17- St. Patrick's Day.
March 18 Rockport-Town meeting.
March 18—Union—Schools re-open.
March 18—Warren—School re-open.
March 18— "Turquoise Trails” lecture
by Alton Hall Blackington at Com
munity Building.
March 20-21 Annual conference Of
Maine D.A R ln Augusta.
March 21—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League
March 22—Oood Friday
March 24 Easter Sunday
March 24 Cantata "The Resurrec
tion" at Pratt Memorial Methodlat
Church.
March 26—Klwanls Charity Ball at
Community Building.
March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
April 4 <10 a m l Republican State
Convention ln City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 m l—Second District Reiubllcan Convention ln City hall. Port
end.
April 4-5—R.F.D. Resuscitator Fund
Fair at Community Building.
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Weymouth Grange. Thomaaton.
April 10-15—Maine Methodist Con
ference In Auburn.

f

T1IF. WEATHER
“The flowers that bloom in the
spring” got a chilly reception this
morning if they poked their heads
above earth, for the thermometer
said 10 above. The weather Ls
getting back to normal in the South
land, but for several weeks yet may
be expected to be as unstable as the
situation in Europe. Continued
cold tonight, slowly moderating to
morrow. Meantime have a look at
the new moon and those planets
tonight.
Abe ano party will be held Friday
night at Odd Fellows HaU, offering
an unusual door prize.
Tlie destroyer Dixie comes to the
Rockland trial course next Tuesday
from the yard of the U. S. Ship
building Co.

Re/\lm of
Music
iy Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Speaking as chairman of the National Committee for American Muslc. Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, wellknown writer and lecturer, stated

1 preparation for Music Week observance. This would be a commendable activity for the Rubinstein Club
j t0 undertake, and could be arranged

Hint hls committee was planning to before the club year comes to a,

tnke active part* in the National dose next month. From this notMusic Week observance. May 5-11, able musical club it should not be
which has adopted as its permanent difficult to form u committee whose
keynote. "Promote American Music . duty it would be not only lo proIn addition to a special keynote vide musical entertainment for the
selected each year. David Sarnoff, less fortunate, but. also to collect
who is chairman of the National tlie records, destroying those that
Music Week committee, has long are damaged or useless, and allot
been a strong supporter of Ameri - ting the good ones to shut-ins and
can music. Dr. Spaeth's commit- oiq people from lists possibly subtee is preparing a list of content- mitted by churches, other clubs and
porary American music which it organizations. Ruch an undertakrecommends, and which is to bc ing would not only be rendering
released shortly. Copies will be a gratifying service to these shutins.
available through the Music Week | but serve to give the club Itself
Committee.
some desirable publicity as sponsor
The Ken Mackenzie New Radio Revue will be at the Community Building March 15. wilh shows at t
"There is no greater service ing a worthy project.
P. M. and 8 P. M. The above pictures are those of the troupe. Ken Mackenzie, the yodcling cowboy; Phil
Libby, ace black fare comedian; Mike, the llddler; Joe. thr banjo and bull fiddle artist; l)ot and Jran. toward the making of a truly mu
• • • •
toe and tap danrers; Toodles and Jeannie, little girls who sing and dance; Patsy, the yodcling cowgirl (not in sical America.'’ said Dr. Spaeth,
A post card from our good friend
picture); and the donkey.—adv.
"than helping our people to become ‘‘Boze’’ says: "The last time we
as well acquainted with the best heard The Boston Symphony Or
The March meeting of the A. H. j
work of Americans as so many of chestra was Sunday. Feb. 25, ln the
Newbert Association has been post
them already are with that of Pension Fund Concert, with Doro
poned until further notice.
(Creative genius in Europe. Tlie thy Maynor. Negro soprano, as solo
Will Be Celebrated By
Has An Interesting
idea of chauvinism need not enter ist.” “Boze” states that the review
A drill for the third degree of
Winslow-Holbrook Post
Evening With Dick Reed nt all. We do not mean that a In the Boston Herald or Monday.
Knox Lodge, I.O.OF.. will be held
composition is to be given prefer Feb. 26. exactly covered his senti
Thursday Night
As the Guest Speaker
Wednesday night, after Encamp
ence just because lt was Written bv ments. I did not happen to see
ment meeting.
1 Thursday night. Legionnaires and
At last nights meeting of the Ki someone born or naturalized in the this review, but can wager lhat lt
| members of the Auxiliary of Wins wanis Club, held at the Copper United States. Such procedure was in praise, and also that Boze”
The Sontone Maine Company will
low-Holbrook Post No. 1 will cele- Kettle, Dick Reed of the Maine *ould defeat the purpose of ad- was one of the mast ehthusiastic
give a free demonstration of the
Development Commission, publicity vancing American music, for it j and devoted listeners at the concert,
newest hearing aids Thursday, 10 brate their 21st anniversary at Le- department, gave an interesting
would tend to drag down the worthy
Speaking of the Boston Symphony
a. m. to 8 p. m.. at Hotel Rockland gion hall with a supper at 6.30.
cross-sectional view of his work in with the unworthy and in the end Orchestra brings to mind an article
1 Word has been received here this governing publicity that would fur
encourage neither.
by George Foxhall in a recent Issue
Arthur R. Oreenleaf. commis week that Deportment Adjutant ther advertise Maine throughout
‘ The thought stressed by the Na- of the Worcester Sunday Telegram.
sioner of sea and shore fisheries.
James L. Boyle has assurred Com- [lhe country.
ional Music Week Committee Ls entitled “Glimpses of the Art. and
is in the city today conferring with
“•
••
In his talk he took the members 'hat good music by natives of this Ideals of Serge Koussevitzky''. There
the wholesale fish dealers on mat- i mander Albert Wallace that he
will be present and deliver the prin- of the club over all the State and country should be given at least are two particular portions I shall
ters of importance.
cipVaddress’.’acc^panied 'by Paul some o,her P"'5 of New EngIand lhe "ame
as music of quote:

Legion’s Birthday

The Kiwanis Club

A Silver Link social will bc licld
at the home zt Mrs. Ora Wcudcock
Thomaston, Thursday night. Pic
nic supper will be served at 6.30.
Rockland Stamp Club will meet
Rebekahs and thelr families are in Thursday night at 7.30, in the club
vited.
room In the H. H. Crie & Co. block.
Rockland Stamp Club will meet The Belfast Stamp Club will be
Thursday night at 730. in the club guests. There will be a stamp aucroom in thc H. H. Crie & Co. block. tion'
The Belfast Stamp Club will be
While the embargo on truck ship
guests. There will be a stamp auc
ments is still effective, business at
tion.
the plant of Feyler’s Inc. Ls far
Mrs. Dwight W Morrow, acting j from a standstill. Thc new trawler
president of Smith College, has St. Oeorge brought in 12.000 pounds
been elected to alumnae membership of mixed fish Saturday, unable to
in Phi Beta Kappa, Sidney R. Pack complete its trip because of an ac
ard,’president of tlie Smith chapter cident to her hoisting gear. Rod
annbunced Saturday. Mrs. Mor ney E. Feyler made a "vacation"
row's daughter, Mrs. Charles A. trip in the craft. The St. George
Lindbergh, was accorded the same left again at midnight for the fish
honor last year.
ing grounds.

support fine musical organizations
which cannot be maintained solely
by their own financial returns;
composers and artists of brilUant
ability; nnd a tremendous group of
students and amateur artists nnd
aesthetes constantly keeping the
love of music alive throughout the
domestic and social life of the
country. No land in the world is
similarly equipped; so little dis
tracted by the misfortunes of war
or unrest: so animated by the com
pelling vigor that pursues accom
plishment.”

George & Dixie will be at Com
munity Building April 2 with thelr
radio stage show.
St. George Lodge I.O.O.F. will
work the second degree and Knox
Lodge the third next Monday night
at Odd Fellows hall. School street.

The University of Maine Fresh
man basketball team, coached by
Sam Sezak, lost but one of its 13
games the past season. Sam, you
know, has that winning habit.

Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W. has
changed its meeting nights to the
first and third Fridays of the
month. At Ihe meeting Friday
night of this week offlcers will be
nominated.

It is of interest to know that
Sergei Alexandrovitch Kousscvitzky
is the only No. 1 full-time orches
tral conductor in the United States
today. Toscanini conducts com
paratively few concerts witli his
Capt. William F. Baker, former
NBC orchestra, Stokowski does partRockland boy. writes from Balti
time with Philadelphia Orchestra.
more that he has been transferred
Kuussevitzky has been permanent
from the S. 3. Eastern Trader to the
conductor of the Boston Symphony
3. S. Eastern Guide, and expects to
since 1924. His orchestra with Its
sail in about two weeks for Vladi
110 men is considered the finest in
vostok, Russia. Tlie steamships are
the world, generally speaking. He
owned by the Prudential Steamship
takes hls men to the Berkshire*
Corporation.
every August for one of America's
most important siunmer music fes
Earl H. Sukeforth, 19, of Rock
tivals—remember
last
summer
land, was fined $25 and costs for
Dorothy Maynor was brought out by driving without a license and $10
Koussevitzky at one of the concerts and casts for speeding by Judge
there?
DeWolfe in Portland Municipal
Koussevitzky was born in a Rus Court Monday. The latter fine was
sian village in 1874. He was thc suspended. Sukeforth pleaded guil
son or a poor violin teacher. Going ty to both charges. Ho was arrest
to Moscow for a musical scholar ed on Route One at Falmouth Wed
ship, he found three open to him— nesday. Hc explained in court he
trombone, horn and double bass. had been driving with last year's
He choose the latter and within a license since the first of the year
few years became Ihe best virtuoso under the Impression lie had the
on this instrument in Europe. He proper license—Press Herald.
did not become a conductor until
after marriage. He remained in
Russia until 1920, when, much
against the Bolshevik reign, he left
forever his native land, leaving
most of his and his wife's money
SONOTONE MAINE
behind. His present home is in
COMPANY
Brookline, just outside Boston,
where lie lives in a solid substan
will give a
tial surburban house. In hls ex
Free Demonstration of
tremely busy life there is no time
The Newest Hearing Aids
for social activities. He is childless,
likes good clothes and good food. I
New Hotel Rockland
He earns $35,000 to $40,000 per year j
Last month he was honored by The
Thursday, March 14
Beethoven Association in New York (
10.00 A. M. to 8.00 P. M.
for hls services to American music. |
For years he has been one of the
HOWARD W. BEALE.
most ardent, as he 1s one of the
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
most powerful, encouragers of
Local Consultant
American eompasers.

HARD OF HEARING

at the

J- Jullien of Waterville, candidate'and show'ed them what g00d ad" corresP°nding grade by nationals j The flrst refers to a rehearsal
of other countries. That is what' which Mr. Foxhall attended,
for Department Commander at the i'e^
State Convention in Houlton, next' Reed' in hu alwa-'s Interesting radio
broadcasts and
record
"On the platform a limited orJune, and other prominent and manner, gave intimate and inside nianufacturers have been trying to chestra was playing a work by Moviews of -people
- in the news, among- |do' notwilhstttnding the royalties zart. On a dais to which was bolted
distinguished Legionnaires.
The American Legion will be 21 those mentioned in hls talk were;that confront them, as compared a plain chair, a man ln a loosely
Herbert Hoover, who fished in Maine with the royalty-free classics. It is fitting costume war. crouched sideyears young.
The 21 years of the life of Tlie last summer; Steve Chadwick, for gratifying to know that there ef- wise, half In and half out of the
mer commander of the American forts in this direction are meeting chair, talking softly, yet urgently,
American Legion
which have
elapsed have been filled with 7560 Legion: Fay Wray, glamorous stage with success, although there is much to the first violins; smiling, coaxing,
days of sacrificial activities. Tliey i star at Lakewood; Senator H. Styles more which canmnd should be done, frowning, his baton moving in little ■■■■■■■■BaaaaaaaB»iiaBaaaaiaa»BBBaaBaBBaaaaaaa
were activities on behalf of God and Bridges. Jim Farley of post offlce Music Week chairmen, both of beats of persuasive rhythm, hLs left
Country, of disabled comrades, of'fame; Mrs GracP Coolidge' who community and of single organiza- j hand tensely open and moving in
defenseless widows and orphans, of spent part of the summer at North- tion committees, have an excellent little lifting gestures; his whole
needy children, of the unemployed, port; the Fish and Game Writers opportunity to do their bit for being absorbed in a deep intensity;
of victims of disaster, and of tlie trip to Maine. Radio's favorite American music by including one1 his voice a soft obligato to the
Mary Margaret McBride, Lowell or more American numbers on all lovely whispers of the strings. I
nation's youth generally. On such
i
Thomas,
and Donn Fendler
programs in their observance, ex- could not think how it could be
a foundation of unselfish and pa
In his off the record talk Dick rept those devoted to a single com- {more beautiful, but to Koussevitzky
triotic services rests today the good
name of Tlie American Legion. It Reed gave a very good view of poser. There are well over a hun-I it was not beautiful. To him the
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E., nomi
The Portland and Maine Dental is thrilling to know that on this > Americana as exhibited in these dred composers whose work is well blur of imperfection came somcnated these officers last night: Ex Society, celebrating simultaneously natal day, go where you miy, you Personaaes Dick Is modest abou; . qualified to add lustre to the Ameri- where into it like a haunting sorrow.,
alted ruler, Percy L. McPhee; es- , with
others of
can label, and which is destined to A salvo of sharp raps rattled on thc
will flnd The American Legion en hls fishing ability though.
teemed Leading Knight. Dr. Dana
Association, in observance trenched
_______ more___
___
President
John
Pomeroy
read
n
become
increasingly popular. Their conductor's music stand. He leaned
ln the confidence and
S. Newman, Esteemed Loyal Knight,
the profession's Centennial, gave affection of tlie American people letter fo,n Npw England District writings run the gamut from the more closely toward the first violins,
Dr. Blake B AnnLs; Esteemed Lee- ft dinwr
last night wiUl than ever before.
(Governor Fred C. Mitchell in charming and tuneful song and the His voice had a soft, musical quality.
turing Knight. Adelbert A. French, jjr Arthur Easton, president of
The 21st anniversary of The i*6*1 ',e complimented Ihe mem- dance rhythms to symphonic forms, enhanced by those charming idiosecretary’. Joshua N . Southard; I
Malne
the C'ut> upon leading the so that all tastes and levels of un- ’ syncrasies of speech noticeable in
, as toast- American Legion has mustered a jt>ers
treasurer T. E. McInnis; tiler, master. >n,e Columbia Hotel re membership of nearly 900.000 which NeW Eng*and district in attendance derstanding may be satisfied with- cultivated people who have come
Simon Crosby; trustees: Jaseph ceived 250 reservations. Dr. Ed is the greatest birthday enrollment for Januar>' with an average of 92.3 out once stooping to the banal or late to the English language. ‘Gen,
Soffayer, Robert G. Brewer, Wil ward W. Peaslee was among those in all of its history.
(besides leading the ninth division. A meretricious. It may be very well tlemen!’ he said, and then paused,
liam H. Blake (also alternate to going from tWs city
The American Legion today has ',ari8ated report by chairman Lou also to have one all-American pro- as if to reveal to them by silence the
Grand Lodge).
11618 active chartered Posts. This Coolt of lhe Easter Dance Commit- gram during the week."
weight of his distress. ‘A thousand
At tlie Friday sessions of tlie Edu is the largest number of Pasts, it tee was glven and.other
’"al
* * * *
times I must tell you.’ Hls tones
"How the Elephant Got His
cational Club at Grand Army hall, has ever had. It is convincing ters were discussed.
suggestion that has been ad- were jow
earnest; the gentle
Trunk,” “The Little Tailor,” and
the 5 o'clock speaker will be Attor
vanced by the National Music Week reproaeh of one who realtes the
proof that the American Legion still
"Puss in Boots," were the stories
ney Gilford B. Butler of Rockland;
More Talk of the Town on Page 2. Committee (and one that is rich merit and skill of his listeners; who
read by Mrs. F. Crawford Gatcombe the evening speaker. Senator John is growing. It is proof that its best
------------------In thought., is that a real service knows
only ^e palnful aber.
years
are
to
come.
Since
1919,
the
at the story hour attended by about E. Willey of Falmouth, whose topic
Beano
party
conducted
by
Edwin
can
be
rendered
through
music
to
ra
tion
can
be responsible for this
70 children in the public library is "Reciprocal Trade Agreements." American Legion has elected 22 nashut-ins and the under-privileged impasse; and who is at loss to flnd
tional commanders, more than 1,200 ’ Ltbby Relief Corps' Th,,rsda>’ at
Friday afternoon. A spring play,
quest|Ons for dis^o,, at
p. m.. G AR. hall —adv.
oy collecting surplus phonograph tj,e ^py ,0 p -p^p |lopp returned,
The Queen of Flowers' was given
afternoon session are: What Ls department commanders, and scores
records from homes in the com-The soft voice rippled on; illustrawith the following children taking your interpretation of Uiat self-evi- of thousands of Post commanders.
lnunity. Many homes will be stim- tive, sure, courteous. Again the
It
has
issued
In
those
eventful
years
part: Beverly Glendenning. Joan dent truUi of the Declaration of Inulated by Music Week observance( strings became messengers of loveHunt, Betty Libby, Mary Libby, dependence "tliat all men are cre more than 18.000,000 nnnual mem
to replenish their record libraries, J ly music. Tlie conductor smiled.
Joan Rackliff, Natalie Post. Bruce ated equal"? Should we break off berships.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
acquiring new records and discard- i Again he was half out of hls chair,
Commander Albert Wallace and
Gamage and Elwyn Hickman.
TEL WALDOBORO 100
trade with Russia? Should any
EACH
ing poor ones and damaged discs, I He was leaning toward the instruPresident of the U S have a third Mrs Orafe Kirk' P^ent WinsSHOW TIMES Matinees:
as well as good records of which ; menls 9S lf to catch every brpalh
pow-Holbrook Auxiliary have issued., Saturday 2J6. Sunday ].M, Every
A 1940 successor to Community t4,rm?
they may be tired. It is these Of (one He was not smiling at the
•________
1 invitations to all members of both eveninc at 8.00.
Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to be
Records
In Good Condition for f,vst violins His face was lifted
Sit, aland, bend, twist ... you're sure of comfort.
held April 4-5 in Community Build
Do you read magazines? We have organizations, especially requesting
TUES.-WED., MARCH 12-13
W'hich an appeal may be made in upward; he was smiling at some
The be6t looking patterns and colont you can find
ing. All local, every penny to buy the largest selection in the city, that all Past Post Commanders and
thing so nearly perfect that of all ’
Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator. at Huston Tuttle Book Co.. 404 Main Past Auxiliary Presidents be present PRISCILLA LANE
... stripes, plain or novelty designs ... in fine woven
■
other things he was for the moment [
Grand entertainment, grand fun. a St.. Rockland.
broadcloth or madras. Light or dark grounds.
WAYNE MORRIS
■
30-32 as guests of the Post.
■
unaware. Silence came, like a (
worthy objective.
31-33
ln
Never before has so much inter
• Lias cut, gives but won't bag
pause in living and then. 'That .was '
est been displayed among its mem
“
Brother
Rat
and
Beano party Friday night at
• onr-pircc rztra-roomy wamlrsn scat, full cut leg*
i good,’ said the master softly, ‘that
Winrhenhach At Rockland. March bership in both organizations in at
a Baby”
• yoke front, ebuttic waistband, no button*, oo snaps
Odd Fellow hall. Door prize. -ton 10. to Mr. and Mrs Frank T Winchen
Community Building
i was very good.' '•
tending
this
outstanding
annual
Featuring
bach. Jr., a daughter—Mary Ann.
• perfectly tailored
of coal or range oil—adv.
In
an
interview
which
Mr.
Fox

EDDIE AIAERT
Vasso—At Knox Hospital. March 5. to Legion Birthday Party, next Thurs
Tuesday, March 26
Mr and Mrs Wilbur Vasso, a daughter day night.
hall had following the rehearsal,
—Josephine Loraine
FENTON BROS. ORCHESTRA j Koussevitzky touched upon Ameri
AH offlcers are requested to wear
Stinson At Stonington. March 6. to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stinson, a daugh uniforms.
can music, which is one of his pets.
HEDY LAMARR
DANCING
ter.
Every penny earned goes for the
I "The great German, Italian,
SPENCER TRACY
benefit of underprivileged
Every Wed.
416 MAIN ST.
TEL 294
French, English, Russian masters
Austin W. Smith's genial coun
“
I
Take
TlSs
Woman
”
children
Bennett-Bunker—At Warren. March
I
did
not
deliberately
write
great
10, Cyrus E Bennett and Miss Ruth E tenance was even more expansive this
Oerman. Italian. English or Russian ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■aaaaaaan
Bunker, both of East Union—Bv Ar morning, for he was entering upon
GLEN
thur J. Clark. J. P
music. They wrote music. That
his 56th year with the W. H. Olover
cove
thc idiom, method, or viewpoint was
DIED
Company.
"I
have
almost
conclud

Music By
Rollins
At Rockport, March 9. ed to stay," he wisecracked.
purely secondary is proved by the
Everett H Rollins, aged 72 years. 2
fact that the great masters in each
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES months. 13 days. Interment ln Sea
view cemetery. Rockport.
group wrote great music, equally
STOCK,
FIXTURES
AND
GOODWILL
OF
Lowe—At Vinalhaven. March 6. Ar
DOOR PRIZE
acclaimed throughout the world.
thur Lowe, uged 94 years.
CHAPMAN & PACKARD (Hardware)
97Ttf
I
Cassie—At Southbrldge, Mass.. March
There
1s no German, Italian,
Application having been received by the City Council
WASHINGTON ST.. CAMDEN, MAINE
6. John Cassie, native of Vinalhaven.
French. American music for the ar
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION
for a building permit and the storage of motor fuel and heat
aged C3 years.
Interment la John
Carver cemetery. Vinalhaven
tist. There is just music. Never
ing oil location of same being on lhc West side of Main
FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1940, AT 11 A. M.
Wilson—At 8outh Portland. March 6.
theless, it is in America that we
Street and North side of Talbot Avenue in said Rockland,
VERY LARGE STOCK OE' HARDWARE, TOOLS. ELECTRI
Byron I. Wilson, formerly of Thomas
ton. Interment In Pine Orove ceme
shall find the hope for the future
CAL APPLIANCES, AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES. HOUSE
it is
tery, Falmouth.
FURNISHINGS. SPORTING GOODS; ALSO STORE FIXTURES
Piper At Rockland, March 9. Wil
of music as the great reconciling
ORDERED, that a public hearing be held in the City
liam V. Piper, formerly of Thomaston,
To Be Sold In One Lit .As a Going Business
influence which is the true hunger
Hall, in the City Council Room, on Tuesday, March 12. A. D.
aged 72 years. 8 months. Funeral Tues
Arrangements
can
be
made
with
the
landlord
for
rental
of
the
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
1940, at seven-thirty o’clock in the afternoon, at which time
of the world for the arts. We have
store
Ambulance Service
home.
FUNERAL HOME
and place, all persons interested may appear, to show cause
Mitchell — At Rockland. March 8.
here such magnificent equipment:
Oeorge Mitchell, aged 68 years.
why such permit should not be granted.
Ambulance Service
splendid schools of music all over
Sevon—At New Gloucester, March 10.,
Per order of the City Council,
Alice L , daughter of Elmer and Jen- j
thc country, a tremendous public of
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
me Mank Eevon of Thomaston, aged
50% Deposit required in CASH. Balance upon confirmation.
E. R. KEENE.
30 years. 3 months. 16 days. Private
Intelligent and educated people,
$90, 781-1 or 781-U
City Clerk.
FUNERAL HOME
AARON KROCK CORP., AUCTIONEERS
funeral today et 2 o'clock from Cusbconstantly developing in aspira
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL
66$
I
lng
funeral
parlors,
Thomaston.
Rockland,
Me.,
March
1,
1940.
390
M
AIN
ST.
602
CONGRESS
ST.
UO-112 LIMEROCK STREET
Benner—At Nobleboro, March 10.
tion toward and understanding of
ROCKLAND. ME.
WORCESTER, MASS.
PORTLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND, ME.
John E. Benner, aged 73 years, 2
20&31
98-tf
Ufl-U
months. 21 days. Funeral Wednesday
the best In the arts; the ability to

WALDO THEATRE

JANE BRYAN

KIWANIS DANCE

BORN

GREGORY’S

THURS.-FRI.. MARCH U 15

MARRIED

I

—ML.
f J Jl

RECEIVER’S SALE BY AUCTION

8

BURPEE’S

SALE BY ORDER OF BENJAMIN L. BERMAN. RECEIVER
Sale subject to confirmation by Superior Court Justice,
Hon. Edward P. Murray

at 1.30 p. m. from residence.

PUBLIC HEARING

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Ga2ette, Tuesday, March 12, 1940

Page Four

(Answer To Previous Puzzle)

of the stage and one of the j when she appeared there in 1909 as
DRAMATIC STORY OF MAXINE ELLIOTT i veteran
country's most popular comedians the Duchess de Xangeais in "The

WARREN

Miss Elliott was comparatively little j Conquest," the play was a failure,
ftftftft
Daly entourage in 1897 and passed known. But in their appearances ! ghe returned to the United States
(Continued from Page One)
together,
under
Goodwin
’
s
managej
to
tour
in
"Tlie
Chaperon,"
with
ALENA
L STARRETT
a
summer
In
Tim
Prawley's
stock
estate at Bushey, in the south of
Correspondent
England, and anotlier in Juan-les- company in San Francisco in the ment, she began to steal the show. I which she had opened her own
By this time, from a $25 a week theatre as the first woman manager
ftftftft
Pins, Prance. She was reported to Columbia Theatre, where later the
have given a niece, her namesake star’s dressing room was to be called actress who made her own clothes, i and owner in New York, on Dec. 30.
Tel. 4$
she had emerged to the status of a 1908. in 1911 she went back to Engplayer whose earnings were $200 a land and entered on a brilliant caSchools will re-open Monday.
week and half the profits over. reer in British society.
The eighth annual dance of the
$23,000
| She bought Lord Poltimore’s
Union Farmers’ Co-operative Trad
The ultimate professional triumph Heartsboume Manor, at Bushey, and
ing Club will be held Saturday
of Miss Elliott over
her husband set up residence for herself and the .
came on the night of Sept. 28. 1903. family of her sister, Gertrude, wife
at over
8 '
® p,°
^Ichpreceeds the bal
w.U _when Charles B. Dillingham elevat of Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson.
She
became
an
intimate
friend
of
an
illustratcd
Iectlu
*
by
Vamc
,
Windsor
wa
^
gues
t
Sunday
of
Mrs.
ed her to stardom in Clyde Pitch's
“Her Own Way." Almost every re the Duchess of Sutherland, a favo- Berna' head manager of the Unite [aura starrett and Mvs p d Starviewer at town, driven by her per rite companion of Lord Rosebery Co-operative Farmers’ Inc., of ^
formance and her beauty to surren and Lord Curzon She was invited to Pltchburf, Mass. Another speaker ; Mrs. Ruth Perry will be chairman
der to the obvious, began his ac Belvoir Castle, ancestral seat of the will also be present from Fitch- j of thc dinner committee Wednesday ,
burg, and recitations and vocai j
count of the show: "Miss Maxine Duke of Rutland, and this was
I numbers will supplement the pro-1 at the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary,
gram. Refreshments wil'. be served. S.U.V. All members not solicited
Music will be furnished by Theo-1 are requested to furnish sweets.
Chester Castner. who has been
Sore S ill and George lives.
ill
is gaining.
Public supper will be served
Mrs. Chester Wyllie and her
Thursday by this committee from
the Ccnjregatio .?1 Ladies Circle, daughter. Miss Virginia Wyllie. stuMrs. N<‘' e Jem-on Mrs Abbie I dent at Colby College attended the
Newber. Mrs E Beils Walker, nnd banquet of the Phi Mu Sorority
Miss M. Grace Walker.
jheld Saturday In Waterville. Mrs.
A covered dish supper will bc Wyllie ls a member of that sorority
served at 6 o'clock. Friday to mem- and her daughter is pledged to it.
bers of Ivy Chapter. O.ES.. beJohn M. Richardson of The Coufore the stated meeting. On the rier-Gazette will bc guest speaker
committee are Mrs. Laura Seavey. at the Gamma Beta Boys’ Club
Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs Pearl Banquet which will be given Friday
Ordway. Mrs. Ada Spear. Mrs. night at 630 in the Montgomery
Ethel Griffin and Miss Fiances rooms.
Spear. Members not solicited will
George E. Gray, Grand Master
furnish sweets.
Tlie entertain at Arms of the Grand Lodge of
ment committee will be Mrs. Edna Maine. K P.. will represent in offi
White and Mrs. Bernys Jameson cial capacity. Harry Porter of Yar
A chimney fire at the Clement T.
mouth. Grand Chancellor, at a
Moody residence Sunday night at!
meeting tonight of I.incoln Lodge
8 30 was stubborn requiring an
in Damariscotta.
hours fighting by the fire depart-j
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman of
ment.
North
Waldoboro were callers Sun
Rehearsals for the Easter pag-j
day at the homes of Mr and Mrs.
eant. "Joseph of Arimathea" will bc
John Teague and George Teague.
held at the Baptist Church Tuesdav
and Thursday nights. Rev. Wil-j
liam S. Stackhouse is the director
and author.
In her girlhood days, when she was known as Jessie Dermott.
The meeting tonight of the Boy
Scout
Troop will be held at the
and daughter of Sir Johnston 1 the Maxine Elliott Room.
MRS. LOUISE MT1J«I
Congregational Chapel.
In
her
early
days
with
Daly
her
Forbes-Robertson, $500,000 as a
OorreapoDdeol
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson of j
ftftftft
| beauty already was beginning tu
wedding present in 1924.
Newport were guests Saturday of
Tei. an
When Miss Elliott was 16 she went bowl over the reviewers and to stir
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson.
to New York to study under Dion the critical controversy as to her
The Contract Club met Wednes
Among the nominations for postBoucicault. Her name was Jessie ' ability as an actress.
day with Mrs A V. McIntyre.
Dermot, but Boucicault, with an eye
"A wondrously beautiful woman,
The meeting of tlie Pilgrim Club masterships in Maine is that of
for a striking stage name, suggested j who can act." an anonymous writer j
was omitted last night.
Annie D. Thompson. Tliis is a
that she change it. Years later Miss said of her when she appeared with
Mrs. Hattie Moody of South new appointment.
Elliott told the story of her selec Ada Rehan in “A House of Cards" ,
tion of her stage name. Boucicault ' at Miner's Fifth Avenue Theatre!
Maxine Elliott in one of her popular roles
asked her the most unusual name in 1896 The next year, when she ,
j played the lead in "An American Elliott had Her Own Way' at the sufficient to bring international noshe had ever heard.
“At school,” she told him. “et Citizen," another anonymous re- Garrick Theatre last night."
tice. for the duke was said to be a
Rockland. I used to know a little viewer was willing to grant her loveMr. Goodwin at the same time was ! man 50 bored that he frequently
girl whom we nicknamed after her liness but to question
her skill re Pla'>ng
eontVa^^o
"A Midsummer Night s ,
hls wlfe *nd daj«hter ln the
father. His name was Maximilius
"Maxine Elliott
nntteinp them
’hem and
nnd tn
in
_
.. . „
. . .
street without noticing
.
.
*
We called her Maxie and Maxime cent testimony, is no more an ac- Dream at New Amsterdam The- i a dozen
days would not exchange a
| tress than before, although her un- atre. His show closed in three weeks dozen ,or(ts ,.ith aCqUaintan~s in
or Maxine.”
Boucicault wrote do .1 Maxine, doubted beauty is quite sufficient and v ent on the road and "Her Own ' ^ls cjujiS
with Elliott beside it, but why he again to make onc overlook other Way." playing to packed houses, left
Miss Elliott's appearance !r "Jo
the Garrick and moved in. Mr seph and His Brethren." at His Ma
chose the latter name was never shortcomings."
Miss Elliott was married to George Goodwin obtained a divorce in Reno jesty's Theatre in London in 1913
known.
Miss Elliott's first appearance on A McDermott, a New York lawyer in 19C8
with Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tr«e w*»
By this time Miss Eliott was the a sensational success. It was like
the stage was at A. M Palmer's and Mayor's Marshal under Mayor
Theatre, as Felicia Umfraville in William R. Grace, early in her stage greatest attraction in the American wise her last apeparance on the
"The Middleman." in the American career. She obtained a divorce in theatre.
stage for four years, for she turned
She already had made notable to war work with a zeal which made
debut of E. S. Willard, a noted Eng 1896 and two years later was mar
lish actor. For three years she ried to the late Nat C. Goodwin, appearances in London in 19C1 in tier known as one of the mo6t cour
"Wlien We Were Twenty-One." and ageous volunteers in relief service.
played insignificant parts ln Wil with whom she was co-starring.
Nat Goodwin at the time was a in 1905. in “Her Own Way,” but
lard's company, and then assisted
Except for professional nurses.
in the late Rose Coghlan in ‘‘Diplo
Mtss Elliott was said to have been
macy,” "A Woman of No Import
j the first weman permitted at the
ance" and "Forget-Me-Not.” Au
front. In 1914 she gave a motor amgustin Daly engaged her in 1895 as
! bulance to the Duchess of Suther
one of the many who supported his
(To be presented at Park Theatre the week of March 24)
land’s hospital corps in France. In
star, Ada C. Rehan.
1915. with the recognition of the
She went to London with his
American Relief Commission, she
company, where she played in
began the distribution of food in the
Shakespearean roles, and gained
Belgian war zones. She outflttted
considerable success. She left the
the relief barge Julia and for two
years traveled on lt up and down the
canals of Flanders, bringing food
6 “EXTRA” HELPS
and supplies to the homeless in
quickly relieve DISTRESS of
habitants, nursing wounded Belgian
soldiers. Contributions from all over
the world aided in this enterprise.
l?5*^Zwia*—
I to which she devoted her entire in

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
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HORIZONTAL
1-To quiet
7- Sink in mud
8- Makes a mistake
10- The dead language
11- Regenerate
15- Lair
14-Part of a barrel
16- Large truck
18-Man's name
20- Raw metal

21- Smooth (Phon.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
36- A title
37- Traverses in a ear
39- A parent
40- To give up an
appointment
42-Performed
44- Bargain
45- Animal den
46- Repulses
VERTICAL

VERTICAL (Cent.)
9-Cut
10-Glrl'a name
12- Wish
13- Lower
15-Awakened
17-Cuddled
19-An effeminate bey
21-A bird (pi.)
23- Sainte (abbr.)
24- Foot-like organ
27- lnvade suddenly
28- Fabled demons
30-3ene»th
'I1-Go in advance of

22- City in France

1- Pereh

24- Segments

2- Part of the eye
3- Slow (Musie)
,33-Selzet with the teeth
4- Supply v/ith
resolution
,34-A river duck (pi.)
5- An Indian
|37-An(jer
18-Said to a eat
6- Eagle
7- Gen:iemen'i landed :41-Oeface
'43-!t ll (eontr.)
estate

25- More obese
26- Appearing as if

gnawed
29-Cranium
32- Full of sage
33- A wager
35-Sly (Scot.)

WALDOBORO

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

GONE WITH THE WIND

CHILDRENS

COUGHS-COLDS
DON'T “take chances” with unknown
products to relieve discomfort of your
child's spasmodic croupy coughs caused
l>y colds. Use “Children’s” Musterole!
Musterole gives such QUICK relief be
cause it's not "just an ordinary salve."
Rub it well nn your kiddie's chest, throat
and back. It soothes and stimulates sur
face circulation and helps break up local
congestion and pain. Its soothing vapors
ease breathing. 40f. Approved by Good
Housekeeping Bureau.
CHILDREN'S

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

come. Often under flre. Miss Elliott,
wearing overalls and sabots, cooked,
j made beds and scrubbed the deck.
I Her war work brought her the Bel
gian Order of the Crown and deco
rations from the French and British
governments.
Miss Elliott returned to the United
States in 1917 and after a brief eni gagement in motion pictures ap
peared in “Lord and Lady Algy,"
with William Paversham. She wen*
cn tour in this play in 1918-19, and
■ in 1920 appeared for the last time
. on the American stage as Cordelia
Olivia de Havilland, Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable in
“Gone with the Wind"
I in "Trimmed in Scarlet,” at her
By rights, a report of “Gone With | Clark Gable, is naturally a per ' own theatre.
the Wind,” which opens March 24 fect Rhett Butler. That much was
at Park Theatre should be merely to be expected and it's the great
OWL S HEAD
the statement: Tlie greatest pic
est acting job he's ever done. Vivien
ture ever made—in every detail.
Tlie Farm Bureau will meet Wed
There are so many superlatives Leigh is wholly Scarlett. She is nesday at 10.30 at thc Community
about this picture which David O i the greatest find in a decade, defl- Building The subject will be '"Left
Selznick has so finely produced and nltely an overnight star. Iwslle overs in Meal Planning", under the
Victor Fleming so humanly and Howard is outstanding and Olivia direction of Mrs. Nina Perry, foods
amazingly directed, that one ap de Havilland surpasses anything leader. Those who wtl! not be able
proaches the task of reporting the 1 she's ever done. Those are the to f.ttend the dinner should notify
event of the picture’s showing here stars; for the others, one phrase will the dinner committee. Mit.
with a fear that words are wholly cover their performance—ideal cast Brtwn or Mrs Helen Coffey.
inadequate and that the limitations ing and brilliant acting. Among the
f.everal membeis of Owls Head
of space prevent praise for every featured players who shine brilliantGrange
attended Pomona Saturday
I ly are Thomas Mitchell. Hattie Mc
one concerned.
at St. George. Mrs. Inez Dyer and
"Gone with the Wind” is thc Daniel. Barbara O'Neil. Ona Mun
Mrs. Belle Robarts were among
most faithful filinization of a novel son, Laura Hope Crews, Carroll
those taking the fifth degree. Others
the screen has ever attempted. Every Nye, Harry Davenport. Alicia Rhett,
attending were Mr. and Mrs. David
word, character and event in Mar- Rand Brooks, Evelyn Keyes, Ann
Mann and Mrs. Louise Arey.
garet Mitchell s dramatic story lives Rutherford, Butterfly McQueen,
Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Arey had
on the screen. It contains undoubt- Oscar Polk, Victor Jory, Eddie Anedly the most beautiful and breath- derson, Fred Crane, George Reeves, as dinner guests Sunday Mr. and
Mrs. David Mann, Mr. and Mrs.
taking Technicolor photography j Jane Darwell and Everett Brown,
conceivable
.1
—adv. ' Randall Dyer and Francis Dyer.

Teehnirolor debut Is marked b.v Claudette Colbert in Darryl F. Zanurk's stirring production of "Drums Along (he Mohawk," which ro-slars
her with Henry Fonda. This 20th Centurv-Fox film casts Claudette as a
pioneer wife in one of the most exciting, actionful pictures of the current
season.—adv.

THURSDAY

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

good first

impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,

classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—

three lines of black type on a government stamped

:

envelope, or a “private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?

e Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some “corner card” ideas. We may be

able to save you some money* .too.

Can Morgan Conway prove hls innoeenee of murder? Here he is with
Emory Parnell and Lilian Bond scheming how to beat thc rap—if he can.
It’s a big dramatic moment, and thrills pile on thrills with lightning
rapidity as RKO Radio’s exciting whodunit, “Sued For Libel.” moves re
lentlessly to a smashing climax.—adv
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NORTH HAVEN
THE LYRIC MUSE
A

Up
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
LOVE
(For The Courler-Oazettel
Love la the one and only treasure
That lasts forever and a day.
Tire one thing given us without
measure
That comes Into our lives to stay

Lo’e Is the world s one fadeless flower
That faithfully blooms In sun or
shade:
In mansion grand or In cottage bower.
Or comfortless hovel, tis unafraid
Love Is the only changeless beauty
That casts upon our lives ICseglow;
To guard lt well becomes our duty
That we It's constancy may know.
U»ve, llke a beacon, shines unalterlng
To beckon us o'er land and foam:
If we but keep our faith unfaltering
It's flame will surely lead us home.
—Nellie M Ervine
Tenants Harbor

tt it st at
BONO or WINTER

[For The Courler-Oazettel

When Autumn sadly turns to go.
I chill the darkened river's flow;
And sweep on up the mountain steep,
And bid the faded woodland sleep
I pass on through the shaded nook
Where sounds the music of the brook;
Ar.d bid thr stream In quiet lie
And sleep while giant pine trees sigh.

Through vale and hillside as I go
I spread ofy coverlet of snow;
And hang my crystals on the treeTo shine and glimmer In the breeze
When shadows dim thr mountain
heights.
I sef aglow my northern lights.
And rule supreme Til Spring comes by
And waves her magic wand on high
Maurice P HUI.
Rockwood

« R * K
THE L'NREMEMBEMD LAUGH

I For The Courler-Oazettel

Why do I write you for your photograph
When In my heart your Image sits
enthroned?
I recollect you—all except your laugh—
And laughs In pictures may not be
intoned
Foe talking pictures do not na my
purse
Or I would own a dozen reels of you
And see. not one but all your moods
diverse.
And hear your still elusive laugh
anew
I see Vour likeness with my Inward eye.
I feel upon my hand fyour fervid tear
And taste again the lips that said
good-bye.
But hear no laugh within my Inward
ear
A picture of you ln a laughing vein
Might wake the sleeping laugh with
in my brain
Stephen Allen Lavender
Kansas City. Mo

RRRR
THE WINU
I For The Courier -Gazette |

When a winter storm Is brewing
In thr somber, dsrk'nlng sky.
And.tbe flurry of the snowflakeFalling glisten where they lie.
We may hear the pools and rivers
Crackling protests ss they freeze.
To the moaning and the sobbing
Ot the wind among the trees

Whan mounting snowdrift* hides away
OTd Mother Nature's face.
As the Ujv hand of winter holds
In chilling cold embrace.
And all the woodland creatures
Seek a shelter in the lees.
There's a moaning and a sobbing
Of the wind among the trees
When chimney tops are knighted
By King Winter, with a crown.
And faded gardens covered
With the whiteness sifting down.
Then we hear, like notes of sadne«.».
In a song of many key*.
The moaning and the sobbing
Of the wtnd among the trees
. ..
Rose B. Hupper
Tenants Harbor.

RUHR
SKIING
(For The Courler-Oazettel

Our young folks now are skiing
On these New England hills
Tney seek gay recreation.
■exhilaration thrills.

They're skiing too In Finland
Across the sea afar.
The youth of that brave nation
Beneath the polar star

We re skiing here for pleasure
For happiness and health
White there they ski for warfare
To save thelr commonwealth.
Shall our youth now ln pleasure
Acquiring skiing skill
Be sometime forced In fighting
To ski that they may kill?

Ood grant our skiers ever
May seek their sport ln peace
And Finland’s battle skiing
Victorious soon shall cease
Allison M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
IME COUBIEB-GAZETTE

STONINGTON

VINALHAVEN

Got One At Last
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Follow The Trend

Phyllis Duncan and Virginia BevMrs. Alonzo J. Spaulding of Thom
crage of Bangor and Jasper Bev aston ls visiting her son, Robert
«a«»
But the “Fish” Raymond
Rorkland League of
erage of Orono spent Saturday with Spaulding.
MRS OSCAR C LANS
Women Voters
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
their parents here.
Bird Landed Flew
Supt.
A.
H.
Luck
visited
the
Isle
lo her Informative talk Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitmore; au Haut school recently.
at 1.31) p. m. Stations WNAC. WCSH. and WLBZ.
Away With the Gear
Tlie Rockland League of Women
who spent several weeks ln Portland
The Calendar Club me? Thursday
Manarda Council of Pocohontas returned home Saturday. Mrs. Whit- I
Voters will meet for a study group
Indian
Rocks,
Fla..
March
8.
with Mrs. Calista Sawyer.
held a bridge and "63" party Sat more ts much improved in health. '
The “do you remember" file of Beat eggs slightly. Add bananas Wednesday at 2.30. at the home of
Constant Murphy has gone to Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
urday night at Red Men's hall with
things to eat Is growing and we mav milk and salt. Mix well. Dtp bread Mrs. Lawrence Miller, 26 Rankin
Mrs. L. C. Foss went Friday to New York to join his ship Exbrook.
The following news item was
a large attendance. Lunch was New York and vicinity for a few
Angela De Palma is employed at brought to my attention by the have a few old favorites reclaimed into mixture. Brown the bread street, chairman of the Department
served at intermission. Miss Muriel weeks visit with relatives and the Oross House.
from the limbo and back in good slowly on both sides on slightly
gathering of the entire population standing with a new generation of greased griddle or tn frying pan of Government and Economic Wel
Chilles and Elrger Magnuson re friends.
Mrs. Alice Clemmons of Portland
ceived first prize at bridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman has been visiting her sister, Mrs. of Indian Rocks at Bill Ransom's menu-planners if you'll all search Sprinkle slightly with sugar and fare.
your memory for things you loved cinnamon. Serve hot. Serves six. •The subject for study will be
dock.
Mrs. Evle Hennigar wlll entertain and Mrs. Irven Stone were in Vinal Donald Coombs.
when you were growing up.
Hot Pol
the Mother and Daughter Club Fri haven recently to attend the funeral
labor laws pertaining to women emMrs. Josie Sellers, who has been
It concerns a gentleman from
Two
pounds
neck of lamb, cut into oloyed in Maine; and reports on
The
old-style
layer
cake
that
had
of thelr uncle. John Cassie of South- ill. ls improving.
day night at her home.
Rockland named Raymond Bird who
I two layers of gold cake and one of serving slices, 1 pound potatoes. 1 "The Woman Wage-earner and her
Helen Billings is home from
Ocean Bound Rebekah Ixxlgc bridge. Mass.
has spent the entire season fishing ! spice was called Ribbon Cake. Char- pound onions, small bunch carrots,
Mrs.
Emma
Snow
,
was
guest
Boston.
Situation Today." Much progress
meets tonight followed by a social
for Red-fish—without success.
| lotte Bemis reminds us and lt was small turnip
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Flynn and
has been made the past few years
hour. Each member is requested to Thursday at the home of her
Alternate vegetables and meat tn
Mr. Bird has fished exactly 103 put together with tart currant Jelly
relative to the woman wage-earner
take a dime to be used toward re brother LalForest Maker in Vlnal Doris Flynn have returned from
'
casserole
and Just cover with wale-.
and
needed
no
icing,
and
we
’
d
like
a
days
and
has
fed
approximately
206
Baltimore.
haven.
and at the close of 1938. 25 states
freshments.
, Season to taste and cook very slowMr. and Mrs. Gilman Marshall pounds of cut-mullet to the wary ' piece this minute.
and
the District of Columbia and
Yam
and
directions
for
knitting
A cake and candy sale will be
“When you were reviewing for ; ly for about three hours. Let cool ; Puerto Rico had enacted minimum
were recent visitors ln Bangor.
redfish without so much as a de
held at Senter-Cranes store Friday Red Cross sweaters are available
1
and
remove
fat.
Next
day.
add
a
gotten dishes,” Writes Sarah Cates
Mrs. Elizabeth McQuarrie is visit
sponsored by The Flower Commit by applying to Mrs. Irven Simpson, ing her mother. Mrs. Arthur Billings cent bite. The local fisherman of Worcester, "we were eating old- teaspoon of minced parsley, a few wage laws. The real progress of
local chairman.
! mushrooms and thicken the liquid State minimum-wage legislation
tee of Union Church, to purchase
Viola Knowlton Ls keeping house finally Induced him to chunge hls fashloncd apple dumplings with
Mrs.
Etliel
Howard
and
daughter
according to taste. Reheat and serve should be meaured. not by thc num
bait to cut goldfish and after fish
flowers for Easter.
Treva were guests Thursday of for her brother. Merrill Knowlton. ing for more than an hour Mr. Bird clear vanilla sauce. Another 'lest we with dumplings. Thc remains of a ber of laws passed, but by the num
Keith Kittredge was home from
forget' should be really good cream
B. Norman Dickinson, who has
ber of women who have been
Madeline Carleton who is visiting
yelled that he had one on.
Oralton. Mass., over the weekend
toast,
the rich milk thickened with j lamb roast may be used In this way brought under the protection of
been
very
ill.
Is
slightly
Improved.
her grandmother. Mrs. Nellie York.
A large crowd gathered for th? fleur, plenty of butter, the toast i but the fresh lamb neck is best,
to visit his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Bettina Powers celebrated her
existing laws by new wage orders
Tlie afternoon was pleasantly spent
eighth birthday last Tuesday after kill. The “fish" feught for ten absolutely dry, crisp and crunchy." i Whrleuheat Baking Powder Biscuits
Ned Kittredge.
issued and by the high standards
with sewing, and refreshments were
minutes
before
Mr.
Bird
was
abl'*
!
(From
Corinne
Davids,
Hartsdale.
O.
yes,
indeed
and
warm
applesauc"
noon by entertaining several of her
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs was hos served.
set by these orders.
to
bring
it
to
the
surface,
but
when
N Y.)
friends. Those present were Faye
; alongside and a piece of butter
tess Friday night to’ the . Bridge
The 'Galloping Tea" met Thurs-’
“
It"
broke
water
it
flew
off,
carrying
i
One
cup
unsifted
wholewheat
! melting tn a yellow pocl ln the hot
Webber. Maxine Gross. Beth Blood.,
Eight. ’
t day at Mrs. Lester Greenlaw's.1
i flour. 1 cup sifted all-purpose flour,
Barbara Bartlett. Oeraldlne Walters. I Mr Bird's terminal tackle with It. 1 cream sauce.
At Union Church Sunday night guests being Mrs. Nora Waterman.1 Charlene Spaulding. Erlcne Prav.| The “fish'' turned out to be a cor
4 tearpoens baking powder. 1 tea
I
Hot
slaw,
someone
else
;uggests
a chorus of mens voices was heard. ' Mrs. Nellle York and Mrs. Elizabeth Bernadette Nichols. Patsy Fifield, morant, known colloquially as "nig
i Is getting to be a vanished Jov. A spoon salt, 4 tablespoons shortening,
There were also quartets, duets and Greenlaw. Card playing was en Beverly Trundy. Lillian Billings. ger ducks." The birds swim great
’ head of cabbage ls chopped finely, about 2-3 cup milk.
solos.
joyed. interspersed with the serving Mary Gray. Kendall Powers, and distances under water in search of
Combine the dry Ingredients and
i overea with boiling water and J
I mix well Cut the shortening Into
Mr. and Mrs Charles Boman. en of a light repast
special guests Mrs. Priscilla Web food.
I Utile salt and left while the dress
I asked Mr. Bird if he Intended to
Reid WHY Lydia E.Pinkham's
Mrs. Emma Snow was a visitor ber and Mrs. Oertrude Gross.
tertained Sunday at the Red Lion
ing is made. Frr the dressln; heat I them using two knives or a pastry
Vegetable Compound It
continue hls fishing. “Not by a
these guests: Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Friday tn Vinalhaven.
half a cup oi vinegar, a tabl’ipoon blender until the mixture Ls the conReal "Woman's Friend”
damned sight,” said he—and win
’
sistency
of
coarse
oatmeal.
Add
Drew. Mr and Mrs. Bert Smith, Mr.
nf b itter, cne each of mustard and
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Some women suffer severs
Wedded Twenty-Three Years
I enough cf tlie milk, while stirring
can blame him?
Cy Grant.
and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson. Mr.
monthly
pain (cramps, barkj
of
flour,
stir
in
the
double
boiler
Misses Barbara Turner and Hope
ache) due to female func
I vigorously, to make a soft dough
Twelve merry friends helped Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Webster. Dinner
I over low heat till the mixture
tional disorders while others* nrrrra tend t®
Turner
who
have
been
visiting
their
upset and they fet cross, restless,
was served and moving pictures and Mrs. Earl Marden celebrate grandmother. Mrs. Lelia Turner EAGLE
i thickens and then add half cup of that can be easily handled. Turn become
jittery and moody.
their 23d wedding anniversary Fri
onto a lightly floured board and
Why not take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Ve<ej
cream.
Drain
cabbage
and
mix
with
shown.
The
Sewing
Circle
meets
this
week
went Wednesday to Bowdoinham,
Compound mad'' rapeciai/y to help
day night. The party was In cos
I knead vigorously about 30 seconds. Lable
• • • •
tired, rundown, nervous women to <o smil
their parents having recently moved J at the home of Mrs. James Quinn. , the hot dressing.
ing thru “difficult days.” Pinkham’s Com
Roll
or
pat
into
a
sheet
about
half
tume.
Call
D.
Bunker
being
award

Mrs. Quinn and son Clifford re
Arthur Lowe
Someone thinks broiled smelts no
pound contains no opiates or habit-forming
there from North Newcastle.
to one inch thick. Cut into rounds ingredients. It is made from nature's own
ed flrst prize on his outfit. A fine
Arthur Lowe. 64. son of the late
Sanford Jones visited recently at cently returned from Vinalnaven. ’ longer have thelr just share of at- and place on a greased baking pan. beneficial roots snd herbs—each with its
“sasslety dame ' never looked better
own R/xcinf purpose to HELP WOMEN.
Rev. Arthur Sargent of the Sea 1 tention.
She remembers them.
Edward Millay's.
John and Abbie Lowe, who died.
Bake in a hot oven of 450 degrees Famous for over half a century. Try if/
than did ■’CDS." in hls white
coast
Mission
has
returned
to
Ells

1
crisp
with
crumbs,
a
heaping
mound
Philip Maddocks was in Thomas
March 6 at his home, was bom in
linen suit, green silk waist. Jabot,
worth after holding services here J on a big blue Canton platter, fluffy F for 12-15 minutes. Makes 14
ton Monday on business.
this town. He is survived by two
squat black hat. llpstlck—or whatmashed potatoes plongslde. home biscuits two inches ln diameter.
over
the weekend.
ncolli Iropical skies
Muriel Leigher and Frank Leigher
sisters Margaret and Jessie Lowe; have-you.
Quirk Corn Chowder
made ketchup to pour over the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Quinn
are
are guests of their grandparents.
and by two brothers Charles Low?
One
can
condensed
mushroom
A mock i hill-billy» wedding was
Mr and Mrs. Everett Fish in South at home following a visit in Warren smelts and big baking powder bis soup. 1 can whole kernel com, 1
of New York and John Lowe of this
followed by music and singing, with Appleton
Erland Quinn who lias been em cuits, light as a leather bed. to com
town
quart milk. 1 tablespoon minced
C. Bonnie Quinn expertly manning
ployed by Chester Pooley in Cam plete the picture
Wilford Robinson and grand
Funeral senices were held at the
onion,
sauteed, celery salt, salt and
Tir?
smelts,
c.eanel
and
boned,
I the guitar. Popular parlor games daughter of St. Oeorge and Arthur den has returned home
residence, Saturday. Rev. Kenneth
dipped in butter or olive oil. crumbs pepper.
were enjoyed to a late hour when 1 Brewster of Rockland dined Sunday
Cook, pastor of Union Church offi
Saute thc onion in butter, then
or cornmeal and broiled till g'lidrn
luncheon was served which consis at thc Arthur Leigher home.
PLEASANT POINT
ciated. There were beautiful floral
add
to temaining Ingredients which
brown
are
surely
good
Melted
but

ted of three decorated cakes and
Tlie Girl Scouts met recently at
Carlton Robbins of South Union
offerings. Interment was ln John
ter as dressing and tartar sauce or liave been mixed together. Heat and
banana ice cream with chocolate is visiting at Mrs. Henry Turner's. the heme of Barbara Fales.
Carver cemetery, the bearers. F. L.
rerve piping hoi
tart ketchup make them a treat
sauce. Mrs. Ernest Brown, daugh
Sunday School was conducted
Roberts. C C. Webster. I,. E Wil
MENU
We'll nominate one more food
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marden. pre
Wednesday night by Rev. H. W Van
Breakfast
EAST
LIBERTY
liams. L. W. Sanborn. A. A Peter
memory
from
the
past
and
then
wall
duidita i|ois
sented a beautiful cake done in
Deman at Marilyn Maloney's. The
Sliced Oranges
son and Elmer Simmers.
The Trial Speaking contest at the
for your contributions. Did your
green
and
white
and
appropriate
to
Miami awaits you I Bask in the
next
meeting
will
be
at
the
home
of
• • • •
Wheatena
Walker High School was held March
mother make wholewheat drop bis
sunshine of golden days and the
the occasion. Mr. and Mrs. Mar
Eleanor Orne.
Pancakes
and
Maple
Syrup
6 with Donald Christie, John Boyn
John Cassie
cuit. the kind that were "knobby"
moling breexea of starry nights
den were also recipients of several
Church services which were lield
Coffee
ton and Merle Jones Judges. These
and crisp with nut-like flavor, per
John Cassie. 63. died March 6 at other fine gifts.
A COMPLETE vacation is yours
Lunch
pupils were selected: Cleola Stevens every two weeks during the winter fect eaten hot from the oven with
—at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
hls homc in Southbridge. Mass. Mr
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
at
the
Baptist
Churcli
in
South
"Quick Corn Chowder
accessible to all activities Bales
Murial Cunningham. Alta Hannan
cold milk? Ccrinne Davids of Harts
Cassie was born ui this town, son
Carl Bunker, Mr and Mrs. Brown. Irma Knowlton May A Barlow. Cushing, will next be held March 17.
are from 12 50 single to f(00
Cheese Crackers
dale, N. Y.. found Margaret Rudkins
of the late Andrew and Margaret
Mr. and Mrs Lester Sherer. Mr. and Granville Byers. Nelson Knowlton.
double Attractive season rates
•Mplorlpe
Banana
French
Toast
f*
Pepperridge
Farm
in
Fairfield
i Memyi Cassie. He attended the
Mrs. C. Bonnie Quinn and Mr. and Sherman Cram. Sidney Jones and
250 newly redecorated rooms
Tetley Tea
I Ccnn., could produce thc perfect
public schools and was a member
with bath Our air cooled coffee
Mrs Stanley Quinn. Notes of re Roger Norwood.
Dinner
i recipe and we think you sliould add
of Moses Webster Lodge. F A.M
shop ts famous for its fine,
gret and best wishes were received
j it to your collection of "current and
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
Mr. Cassie is survived by his wife
moderately priced food Popular
from these guests who were unable
Crackers
choice" dishes.
<
FRESH
DAILY/
Cocktail Ixjunge
and his mother Mrs. Mary Cassie,
RADIO
REPAIRING
to attend: Mr. and Mrs. Janies
Mrloripe Banana French Toast
•Hot Pot
p* HOTn COLD AtfATS
All makes serviced and recon
three sisters. Mrs. E. P. Morse. Mrs.
UsStr Potsael Otrerdss
Pendleton. Mr and Mrs. Ronald
•Wholewheat
Baking Powder
Two
eggs,
2-3
cup
mashed
ripe
ditioned.
Estimates
free.
Tubes
ICSTFUL
TANGY,
XMF.FM H ADAMS. MANACfcS
B. E. MacElroy of Orafton. Mass .
Olllls and Mr and Mrs. Woodrow
tested free of charge. “Swap For
Biscuits
bananas,
'4
cup
milk.
'<
teaspoon
Mrs. Lena Stanley of Portland; and
Cash” Tickets given.
Bunker of Vlnalhaven.
Lettuce and French Dressing
salt. 6 slices bread, sugar and clnbrothers Charles Cassie of Montreal
MALNE MUSIC CO.
. namon.
Prune-Apricot Pic
and Andrew Cassie of this town.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
HORSE RADISH
COUBIEB-GAZETTE WANT AD»
Use
the
Meloripe
bananas
with
Coffee
Dept.
3Th-tf
The remains were brought here
IT IU KUHS IF CAJH X KUIIUIII UTIKUIU ! the yellow peel flecked with brown
WORK WONDERS
• Recipes given.
Friday and funeral services held
at the Headley funeral parlors. Rev.
Kenneth Cook, pastor of Union
Church officiated.
There were many floral tributes.
Interment was in John Carver ceme
tery Bearers were brother Masons.
P. A. White. A. A. Peterson, F. L.
Roberts. G. A. Lawry, Frank Sellars.
owners are now swinging over tn Pontiae?
“USE ANY yardstick you like,” ssy
Charles
Boman
and
Oeorge
Take the advice oi these people and aee
Pontiac owners, “but you won't find fl»y
Strachan.
and drive the new Pontiac. Cheek ell the
car on the market today that gives you so
Those from out of town to attend
feets end you’ll discover that this big eer
much automobile For ao little money is
the services were. Charles Cassie
is actually just es easy to buy end just at
the new 1940 Pontiac!’’
economical to own as a small carl
of Montreal; Mrs. Lena Stanley,
It's oot hard to figure out. Pontiae is a
Portland; Mr and Mrs. E P Morse.
big car, with all the advantages only a big
*Delirered at Pontiac, Mich. Trantpoitaear can offer—big-ear roominess, luxury ,
Mrs. B. E. MacElroy and daughter
tion hated on rail rain, ttate and local lain
Roberta of Oralton. Mass.; Mrs.
romfort snd performance. Yet Pontiac it
(ifauj), optional equipment and accenorirt—
priced right down with thr hwntl
Aas>BS«A*a rssraesT b®w-psucb® car
John Cassie and sister Miss Ruby
ntra. Print nbject to change without notin.
Is it any wonder ao many amall-ear
Chaffee of Southbridge. Mass.. Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Waterman and Mrs
Irven Stone of North Haven.

STRAND THEATRE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

SICK, NERVOUS
CRANKY

“EVERY MONTH”?

T5%A

CAINS V

BUY SO MUCH?

WHERE ELSE Will

&

A GENERAL. MOTORS VALUE

Special Six 4-Door Touring
Sedan, as Illustrated $884*

“MY LITTLE CHICKADEE’

IrwwIc whet you get
lor your money
when yew buy a

PONTIAC
THRILL PERFORMANCE! In heavy traffic or on the

highway, you’ll find the new Pontiac engine is so
packed with pep, power and trigger-quick responaiveneaa that every wheel seems to have wings!

Torrid comedy drama Is promised by Mar West and W. C. Fields in
Universal’s “My Little Chickadee.” Miss West is shown here with Dick
Foran, left, and Joseph Calleia, who appear prominently in the large sup
porting cant of the hilarious westaiLptcture.—adv.

“TRIFLE-CUSHIONED" RIDEI Here’s Mrwaay
control that lays a carpet of comfort over every
road! You can rtlax completely and finish even
longest trips without fatigue!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

BIG-CAR SIZE
4 inchea wider
than last year.
big-car styling,

and everything that goes with it!
at front scat—8% inchea longer
Not only big-ear roominess, but
luxury, comfort, snd roadability!

LOW OPIRATING COST! Low first cost ia not the
only way Pontiac eaves money! Owners report 18 to 24

miles par gallon of gas-say Pontiac also keeps oil anJ
upkeep bills way down I

GLIDDEN RINES
BATH ROAD,

WISCASSET

Every-Other-Day '
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“KEWPIE

KIDS”

I glass of water on his head while
I making a one-foot jump, and Mrs.
By the Pupils of Florence L. Molloy
, Andrews cleverly managing a dime
ftftftft
O ZS
O ZS
O
i on the end of her nose. Etta BenZX z%
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, TUESDAY, MAR. 12
GILBERT
HARMON
tflMO.
I
—
BH1RLEY T. WILLIAMS
’ ner and Levi Copeland brought the
8 15 P M.
Corresponded
'entertainment to a close participat
Correspondent
Correspondent
HOOVER SALES AND SERVICE
ftftftft
o
ft ft ftft
zs o
z\ o
»
ing in a whistling contest which
BY THE ZIIDER ZEE
Tel. 713
seemed to result in a draw. Mrs
TeL
Tel. 190
Ooin’ Dutch .......... ..........................
Arleen Cross. Sherwin Forbus,
—J Carrie Philbrook. Mrs Nina WinGloria Studley. Virginia Chapman. Joan Slader. Ralph Stone
Tlie Baptist Philathea Class will
Miss ___
Alice _____
Breen ___
and Kathleen chenbach, Mrs. NeUie Orff. Mrs.
The Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will
have a birthday supper Friday
libbv 'pent yesterday at Port Clvde Nettie Robinson. Miss Cora Robin- serVe dinner on .Town Meeting Day. ' Suzette........................................................................................... Joan Slader
Nadine Fuller night with an Irish program follow
-s.u
„
w/ith Mtss -nr„z.nc'
Breen's nnrnnt.s
parents, Mr
Mr. «”>• acting as Judges, awarded a
Mrs .Marion Ingraham and Mrs. I Skater’s Delight .......................................
prise to Mrs. Lucy Clark as beine Hsif HawUns enterUlned thiw Dutch Treat
Carol Smith. Donna Rogers, Dianne Thompson. ing. Husbands of tnembers are in
and Mrs. Andrew Breen.
the ‘‘best" dressed person present
Arnold Wright. Silvia Treneer. Shlrlene Lord, vited.
tables at bridge Friday night at Mrs. j
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach passed
to Mrs. Laura Beattie for secondShirley Nelson. Joan Slader
Mr. and Mrs. George Quinn ol
Ingraham's
home.
Winners
were
the weekend in Union, called by the
Direct from America’s largest manufacturer
best. and to Mr. and Mrs. Charle'
Mrs. Marion Richards, first: Miss Villager's Frolic................... „........................ Sherwin Forbus, Arleen Cross, Rcckland were callers Sunday at
illness of her father. Wilson Mer
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Dick Fevler .... ................. 85 92.2
Give age und occupation Box "F. fi. I."
Mortgage Loans,
38.00000
Bonds. lAmortlzed Value).
$151,174 05
hut beautiful pieces ot furniture,
|
care The Courier Oazette________ 31*33
91.9
...............
90
Marks .............
Stocks and Bonds.
19.172,50049
Cash ln Offlee and Bank.
2f) 220 50
which lit in harmoniously with any
Cash In Oflice and Bank.
2.3 17.394 116
AS nty wile has left my bed and
Agent*' Balances.
r.4 ) 99
' Pierpont ........ ........................ 95 91.8 Bills
room and design. Certain Delco
Agents Balances.
1,540,97805
board, without Just cause I will pay
Receivable.
1 937 56
Our
Advertising
Interest
and
Rents,
54.036
96
no
bills contracted by anyone hut myRadios
tor
i94O
arc
wired
for
! Hastings ........ .................. 85 91 7 Interest and Rents.
1.263 07
! sell
ROLAND ALLEN. 26 Atlantic Bt..
All other Assets.
69.81131
All ether Assets,
4.700 00
hoth television sound and record
1 Hall ............... .................. 95 91.5
Rockland.
30-32
playing connections. In order to
Columns
Are
Gross
Assets.
$25,485,443
87
Gross
Assets.
$184,650
171
745 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
CALL Rorkland Sanitary Service for
1 Stetson .......... .................. 95 91.1
appreciate the new 19 (0 Delcos
Deduct Items not admitted.
202.084 49
Deduct Items not admitted.
6,363 37
dependable
hauling
waste
and
ashes
tney’ must he seen and played,
Foley ............ . .................. 100 90.7
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399. 14-tf
the
Admitted,
$25,283,359
38
Admitted.
•
(.ome in and make your selection.
$178 236 80
................ 80 90.1
■ Cogan
SKATES sharpened. H. H. Crle Co
LIABILITIES. Dec. 31, 1939
LIABILITIES. DEC 31 1939
for (rd»kc.it sendee, leave at 406 Main
................. 100 87.8 i Net Unpaid Losses.
LaChance
Net Unpaid Losses.
$5,105,226 93
$28,131) 95
3t..
3rd floor CRIES Iron shop.
27-tf
Merchant’s
Unearned Premiums,
6.330.396 51
Premiums.
9,466 56
Woodcock ..... .................. 100 87.4 ' Unearned
WASTE and asheR removed reason
AU other Liabilities.
2.292.941 25
All other Liabilities.
8.858 66
able rates, dependable service. 8TAN
................. 25 87.3 Cash Capital.
Cash Capital,
2.400.000 00
J 00.000 00
HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall's 6endce
Show \Vindows
Surplus over all Liabilities. 9,154.794 60
<PB)
31.821 63
.................. 50 87 0 Surplus over all Llabllltlc
station. Main and Winter Sts.
17-tf
Thompson
3G1 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME
Total
Liabilities
and
Total Liabilities and
KEYS! Keys! Key's! Keys! Keys! Keysl
..............
90
87.0
.
Al
Elliot
LOOK BETTER • LAST LONGER * SAVE MONEY
Surplus.
$25,283,359 39
Locks repaired Kevs cut from code.
Surplus,
$178 286 80
Roper ............. .................. 90 85.9
31-T 37
25-T 31
H. H. CRIE 6c CO.. 328 Main St.
27 tf

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Senter Crane Company
Odds and Ends Sale

DISHES!

TO LET

In Everybody’s Column

Everett II. KolUns

‘LOST AND FOUND;

Thomaston Bowlers

iEGGS AND CHICKS*

KITCHENS
BATHROOMS

FOR SALE

WANTED

RADIO

j’

Laughs at Smudges and Dirt

INTERIOR GLOSS & SEMI-GLOSS

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

Prevent rust—
make metal
shine like new

DUCO

J. A. JAMESON CO.

PAINTS

BURPEE’S
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Every-OtKer-Day
Miss Ethel Hayes, Mias Virginia
Merriam, Mrs. Paul Merriam and
Parker Merriam visited Miss Louise
McConnell and Paul Merriam at
the Western Maine Sanitorium
Sunday.

f KNOX COUNTY HOUSES OF WORSHIP *

Page Seven

Methebesec Club

A Rockland Voice
This And That

The Methebesec Club met in the
Tower Room of the Community
Building Friday. 34 members an-1
swering roll call.
The ways and means committee
reported tiiat. Mrs. Keryn ap Rice!
would open her home for a card
party March 25.
A delightful feature of this meet
ing was the display of work done
By K. S. F.
by the pupils of Mrs. Matheson's
French class. These showed talent
and painstaking work on the part
Trials of a Hostess
of the students and were the ob
Tlie new maid, preparing to serve
ject of admiration of the club mem at her flBst dinner party, was in
bers.
structed by lier garden-loving mlsThe short subject by Mrs. Rita »ress t0 p]ace „ -‘Uttle flower" in
Holden concerning Charlotte Cor- padj finger bowl for the guests,
day was- most interesting. Then That point in the course oi the
followed there other papers; the
arrived and, to tlie -hostess',
first by Mrs. Mabelle Rase on Na- perplexity, she saw tiiat no biosIioleon and Tlie 'Revolution, the sec- soms were flouting
about as
ond by Mrs. Ruth Albee on Napoleon planned, but tiiat tne water hnd
and Josephine and the third by a decidedly murky nature.
Mrs. Alice Karl on Napoleon and I Asking the maid afterward as to
Marie Louise.
the cause ot tl.e murkincss. she was
informed, "Why Ma'am. All jes'
put in a little flour like you tolc
ine.''—Exchange.

Is Heard By Former
Rockland Girt On the
West Coast

Alice Leo Freeman, formerly of
A party consisting of Mr. and
Ourdy stteet. now a resident of
Neighborhood Club was enter- Mrs. Donald H. Puller, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Earle were
1290'j Lilac Terrace. Los Anteles.
ln the city Saturday on their way to tained Friday night at cards by 1 Fred Trecartin and Mrs. Winfield
Calif , sends .he following capping
their home at Dark Harbor, after a Supt. and Mrs. George J. Cumming Ramsdell of Portland flew from
from a California newspaper:
at their home on North Main street. Miami to Havana this week for a
vacation visit in Boston.
"Mrs. Mildred Clark Emerson,
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. J. A , ■ hort stay. This party will be startdrnmalic soprano, composer and
Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley enter Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll (ing north the jast cf this month.
choral conductor, will present a
tained Saturday niglit at three Howe and Mr. and Mrs. Harris'
------Mrs. Seabrook Gregory entersong recital at the Providence Con
tables of bridge at her home on Cram.
_____
, tained at contract yesterday afterTalbot avenue. Honors were won
gregational Church at the corner of
by Gilford B. Butler, Donald Far
Louise Veazie, daughter of Mayor noon, at the home of Mrs. A. D.
Echo Park and Morton avenue, Fri
rand, Mts. Edward Baxter, and con- 1 and Mrs. Edward R Veazie Is a Morey. High score went to Miss
day evening Feb. 23. at 7.30. Com
sola tion, Mrs. Harry Levensaler patient in Knox Hospital for ap- Cora Ferry
munity singing will be held at the
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. pendtx removal.
end of the program. The public
Elmer Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
1 Carver met Club Friday afteris invited.''
Hallowell, Mrs. Donald Farrand
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Cumming of noon w-ith Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs.
Mrs. Freeman writes: “Miss
Edward Baxter, Harry Levensaler Bangor, were guests Saturday at Shuman had high score,
Emerson wa.s brought up in Rockand Arthur Bowley. Luncheon was the home of Mr Cummings
------lan<1 Bn<1 now >'es*des at 1436 Echo
served, the table attractive with a 1 brother, Supt. George J. Cumming,
Mrs HcIUs PPttlngill and her
Park avenue, Ixw Angeles. I at
green cover and lace overlay, candles , North Main street. Mr. Cumming -<irter Miss Dorothy Kent of Port
tended the concert and enjoyed it
and other appointments further car is manager of the Bangor Airport. 'and- formerly of Rockland are
very much. Slie Is interested in
_____
spending the winter in St. Petersrying out of the mode of St. Patrick.
church work and has many friends
Miss Marion Ludwick came from burg. Fla
here. When I called on lier the
Mrs. John Jones of Owl's Head Is Bates College for a weekend visit
other night she showed me a pic
On the giant clipper out of Pan
a patient at Knox Hospital.
with her parents, Sheriff and Mrs.
ture of Owls Head, given to her by
American Airport 9 a. m. Friday,
C. Earle Ludwick.
Great highways have been built her first music teacher, Mrs. Crle;
March 22, Captain George 8now
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
with the idea of facilitating our I also a postcard from Bessie WhitCharity Club met Thursday with will pilot to Havana, among other
Society of the Methodist Church
faster progress all over tlie coun- 1 man Davis." Local musicians will
News
items
from
all
of
the
Pa

Miss
Maude
Pratt
for
picnic
dinpassengers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Tee

will meet Thursday afternoon at
trons
of
Husbandry
arr
welcomed
try; but now a great highway is j be interested in Mildred Emerson's
eartin, Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell, and
2.30 at thc home of Mrs. Minnie ner and a social afternoon.
here.
proposed on whicli tlie driver will j program. It follows:
_____
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
H.
Fuller.
The
Rogers, Amesbury street.
not speed, but will linger in pleasMr. and Mrs. Harold Ralpii and trip will take about two hours. Thf
•Vuol Parti? (Why Depart?)
Roger W. Babson the well known ant leisure,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Vannali
of
party
will
return
to
the
same
base
(Aria from an Opera being written hy
Mrs. Elizabeth Newman of 14 Oak
Miss Emerson I
economist,
declares
that
“
See
,
The
Mississippi
River
Scenic
street celebrated her 90th birthday- Waldoboro, were recent guest.s of 5 p m. Sunday
“Ave Marla
America
First"
will
this
year
be
Highway,
which
Is
to
follow
Old
•A
Lullaby
Mr. and Mrs. WiUard Fales.
anniversary Saturday.
In My Garden
more than a patriotic slogan. While Man River's course from New Or- •Roses
Miss Marion Ludwick and her
_
II
•Tlie Hunter's Song
this
was
always
conceded
to
be
a
leans
to
the
Twin
Cities,
will
be
Mrs.
Arnold
Stimpson,
who
has
roommate
Mi's
Dorothy
Tuttle
of
Miss Annie M. Frost is spending
Still Wle die Nacht
good slogan. Mr. Babson remarks1 the one great road along which Cornin’ Thru' the Rye
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Providence, R. t, students at Bates
the week in Portland.
i that it remained for submarine at- the driver is invited to loiter—to Annie Laurie
Mrs Harold H. Waldron for a week. College, spent the weekend as
111
I tacks, air raids and "blitzkriegs" to (drive slowly—to stop and look land _
Two Compositions fur the Plano
guests of Miss Ludwick's parents,
Mrs. Hei bert Leavitt of Wood- has returned to Spruce Head.
•A study In Ab
give the phrase real punch. "An- perhaps to llstem—to leave the •Repu.se I III metnorv of my father 1
Sheriff and Mrs. Earle Ludwick.
fords Is spending the week with her
Mrs. Frank H. Buck of Portland
____
nually," he says "$500,000,000 was car and "kodak a.s he goes." De- •A Hebrew PrayerIV
mother, Mrs. Herbert Hall. Summer
is a patient at the Queens Hos- j Mrs. Faith Brown. Mrs. Martha
spent abroad by American globe- tours will be built into lt wherever A Chinese Lullaby
street.
A Japanese Love Song
pital of that city.
Moore. Miss Dorothy Melvin, Alden
trotters from Tientsin to Timbuctu. «n unusually lovely view or hlsV
Little Gray Home In Tlie West
------i Ulmer, Jr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer
Thls year half of this pre-war travel t«* spot furnishes an excuse, The
Mrs. W A. Healey formerly of
Rosary
The WC.T.U. will meet Friday motored to Boston this morning, to
item will be rung up on cash regls- Parks and
picnic places will Tit Pur Tat
this ctty underwent an operation for
afternoon at 2.30. at the home of att4>nd tho
ters from Halifax to Honolulu "
abound at the roadside. Tlie sign- •The Lord's PruyerVI
a fractured hip in Springfield
Miss Alena Young. North Main ,
____
• « • «
boards will advertise nothing but •Home Sweet Home
(Mass.i Hospital Friday. She came street, with Miss Mabel Seavey as | A meeting of Winslow-Holbrook
i Special arrangement written by Miss
—Pliot o by Dow
The last annual report ol Uie In-;the *poU whprp
ls
h‘«pr
through in fair condition, but con
Emerson )
First Baptist Church, Rockland. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pastor.
program
director.
The
program
Auxiliary
American
Legion,
was
•
Numbers composed by Mlldr-d
terstate Commerce Commission “• the bpauty OI t0 learn nwrc Fmerson.
cern is felt because of her age.
subject will be displaying our goods held last night an invitation being
places the total capital invested in of thp legends of Americas great Mrs. Lena Rollins will have
White cross work was in order at
At thc last meeting of tlie Wed through the Union Signal, litera- , received from the Post to attend a
BYRON I. WILSON
American steam railways at $21,- j est river.
• • • •
nesday Evening Club the hostesses ture, motion pictures and radio, supper and entertainment Thurs- charge of Edwin Libby Relief Corps Priday night's meeting of the 428.320.000. The face value of the
Funeral services for Byron I. Wil
were Mrs. Arthur Dcherty and Mrs. Gene Atherton will conduct day night, in celebration of its 21st supper Thursday night and Mrs. Browne Club, which met with Mrs
—Spiders vary greatly in their:
outstanding bonds of these roads is
son of 67 Rasemont avenue. Portland,
Oladys
Murphy
will
be
hostess
at
Vesper
Packard.
Refreshments,
Miss Anne McLaughlin. Mrs. Wal- devotions, and Mrs. Wesley Thurs- anniversary. Supper will be served
methods of securing prey. Some
$11 639907.000. The remainder of
w-ho died suddenly of heart trouble
----- rter C. Ladd was high line, Mrs. John ton will be guest soloist.
| at 6 30. After the business meeting the afternoon beano party. Conbuild webs, while some stalk their
the
capitalization
of
the
carriers
Wednesday noon at ills work at
'
a
tempting
luncheon
was^erved
by
vention plans will be discussed at
It lias just been announced in
Chisholm won thc consolation and
prey and pounce upon it; ethers
the Hutcherson Monumental Works
is in the form of stocks having a
Members
of
Opportunity
Class,
'
the
hostesses,
Mrs.
Mildred
Wal

the
business
meeting
.
the
Portland
papers
tiiat
Miss
PhylMrs. Louis B Cook received the
run their quarry down in open
------11s Strickland, daughter of Mr. and par value of $9,788,413,000 It will chase, while still others lurk in South Portland were held at 2.30
nut Thursday night at the heme of lace and Mrs Della Day. At the
traveling prize.
p. m. Saturday at 749 Congress
Joanne Chisholm, daughter of Mr. Mrs Loring Strickland has been be seen from this that the major ambush for their victims.
_____
Mrs. Edith Gregory, 27 members next meeting Mrs. Dorothy Simstreet Portland. Interment was in
• • • •
Mrs M E, Wottonreturnedtodav and two guests attending. Business mons and Mrs. Katherine Libby will and Mrs. Edward Chisholm, cele- awarded the valedictory at Deering of the capitalization of the railroads
Pin? Grove Cemetery, Falmouth.
from her stayinKnox Hospital, to > matters were discussed, the com- have charge.
brated her eighth birthday Saturday High School. Mrs. Strickland for- is in bonds, requiring the payment
There Ls still standing one sub
her home at the Copper Kettle.
'mlttee reporting 65 calls made dur-'
------hy entertaining at her home on merly Miss Belle Longley wa^ at one of irt’ere't. whether the roads are stantial tree, a scraggy oak on Tlie bearers were Alexander Wilson
and Lionel WiL-on of Thomaston,
making a profit or not.
.
------------------ing the month of February. The
Mrs. Leola Rase, who. has been Grove street. Slie received many time a resident of Owl's Head.
Hatteras Island. oil the coast of
Earl Wilson of Oiay, Vernon Wil
A 1940 successor to Community program included readings by Mrs. at the ChrLstlan Science Benevolent pleasing gifts. Games were played
North Carolina.
•
son of Portland and Lisle Wilson
Walter Johnson, one of the great
Fair 1s the big Carnival-Fair to be Ada Prescott, Mrs. Aurilla Venner Association, in Boston for several and prizes won by Henry Sleeper,
Prizewinners at last night's meet
anti Arthur Wilson of West Haven,
held April 4-5 in Community Build- and Mias Alice Mrlntosh and a weeks, has gone to Portland to stay i Mildred Sherman. Jacqueline On-- ing of Monday Niters were Mrs. est baseball pitchers of all time, ha.s
"He who lias not forgiven an
ing. All local, every penny to buv vocal soio by Mrs. Lorna Pcndle- with her daughter. Mrs Qgarito -pi, Keith Daniels. Claire Brtekley, Forest Hatch. Mrs. O B. Brown, announced his candidacy for Con-, memv has not yet tasted one of Conn.
A native of Frenchboro, Mr. Wil
Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator. ton. Mrs. Hattie Bickmore and Rose Rugg. Mrs. Rose will return David Scarlott and Lena Haye Re- Mrs. William Hooper, Mrs. Austin gress in the Sixth district of Mary the most sublime enjoyments of
son spent liis youtli in Thomaston,
Grand entertainment, grand fun, a Mrs Frances Hall assisted the has- . to her Rockland home in three or freshments were served by Mis Huntley and consolation Miss Ruth land. Millions of Americans will life’ said Lavater.
where lie received liis education.
31-33 j tea in serving refreshments.
four weeks.
worthy objective.
Chisholm assisted by Miss Luc'y Hatch, anti the door prize vent, to agree that he possesses three of the
Learning the granite cutter's trade,
Ball, and Miss Ruth Cluff. Joanne's Mrs. Hooper. Hostess at next week's mast important qualifications for
The Maine League of Women
he
was employed in that section, reguests were Marilyn Cates. Nancy meeting will be Mrs. Arthur Bowley. the tasks of statesmanship—com- Voters will have its annual conr
sid.ng at Thomaston, Vinalhaven
Oregory, Joan Foley, Donna Gard
mon honesty, common decency and vention this year in Portland, the
i ■■
! and Rcckland before going to Port
ner. Avery Eaton. Barbara Clark
There will be an Auxiliary District common sense. Mr. Johnson, is a date being May 22-23. with the land in 1912 where he has since re
Evelyn Pendleton, Neil Fogg, Jr., mcqting at VF.W. hall on Water member of the Orange in Maryland. Cumberland County Unit as hossided. He was employed by tlie
Keith Daniels, David Bird, Frances street. Sunday March 17 at 2 p. m.
• • • •
tess. This band of energetic womGeorge
W. Leighton A Co. many
Ross, John Rass. Jacqueline Orispl,
According to news from Buenos en ore learning all thc ins and outs
years in Portland.
Thomas Chisholm, Anne M. WliaThere will be a meeting of thc Aires. 1090°7 tons of Argentine of governmental and departmental
Hc attended the Church of Christ,
len. Caroline Senter, Mildred Sher- J
county Nurses' Alumnae As- Brain have been lost as a result of work for their better understandman, Lena Hayes. Joan Rackliffe.1 jOciation Wednesday night at 7 15 Jthe sinking of 18 ships in the last ln8 cf how to vote and why in the Scientist, and was a member of the
Granite Cutters' Union. He Ls sur
”1
'■
“ ‘ —
.......................
Elizabeth Herrick.
Carol
Eileen11,
| at the Bok Nurses Home
four months of 1939 Included in complicated fields of government.
vived by liis widow, Mrs. Mabelle B.
Kent, Sylvia Ann Doherty, David
------| this figure are 3,460 tons of UruWilson: two sons. Lisle K. of West
8carlott. Henry Sleeper, Bradford
Golden Rod Chapter met Friday guayan wheat and flaxseed. ContraDestructive floods were caused by
Haven, Conn., and Vernon K. of
Sleeper, Carolyn Chlshonn, Claire night in Odd Fel'ows hal!. Mrs. brand control us now exercised by volcanoes in Iceland.
Volcanic
rarlland; four sisters Hortense B
Brickley.
Joannes grandmother, Bessie Chtn-.i wns cliairman of the the Allies is said to be causing vcnls “P™*11 «P underneath glacWilson and Edith H. Wtlson, both
Mrs. Valentine Chisholm, was a supoer. assisted by Mrs. Vlnrie Clark serious losses to Argentine grain lprs and ,n,'lted them suddenly,
of Malden, Mass.; Mrs. John O.
special guest. Invited but unable ■ and jjrs .Lena Stevens. Mrs. Flor- shippers because of deterioration
• • • •
*
Stevens cf Rackland and Mrs. Fred
to attend were Johnnie Chisholm. ence Philbrook was In charge of the resulting from the long delay to
Emerson said. The past is for
J. Overlock cf Thomaston: six
Cynthia Knowlton, William and d.nlng room. It was announced that which (lie grain-carrying ships are U3, *)ut' l'le '°‘e tclnks 0,1 ulllcli it brothers, Louis of Seattle, Wash.;
David LeGage.
’
— "become
-------- ------ours are its subordinaGolden Rod Chapter and Grace subject. This is especially
true of can
Alexander and Lionel of Thomas
Chapter of Thomaston have been corn, which readily absorbes mois- ,IOn ,o ,Ilc Urp;Pnl
ton; Capt. Ro.ss Wilson of San
Invited to meet with Primrose chap- lure. Grain contracts require ship-1 Texas u
JIa* / wbcre g
. FrancLsco, Eugene of Boston and
Today and Wednesday
ter of Belfast on Friday evening, pers to guarantee the quality of the vtaM noiIrl5h. onP at R<,s('.blld Earl of Gray; and five grandchil
"SIDEWALKS OF LONDON"
March 15. Golden Rod has also been cargo until it. arrives at the point covers the
Hdf of a buildlng dren, Burgess, Arthur and Ruth
CHARLES LAUGHTON
invited to meet with Orace Chapter of destination, and they fix heavy ,tla, ,s lMllf ., b)cck ,ong CouId Wilson of West Haven, Conn., and
VIVIEN LEIGH
(Scarlett O’Hara of "Gone with of Thomaston on the occasion of penalties for any Increase in mois- that have been tlie .starting place Betty and Keith Wilson of Portland
the Wind)
Past Matrons' and Past Patrons' ture content or damage from sea of grapevine gossip?
THURS.-FRI.-SAT?
night, March 27. It was also voted water or other causes.
that the temporary representative
Hungary has the oldest eonstiof the chapter to the Masonic
Bv common consent, the Wagner tution in Europe's dating from 1222
SHE BROUGHT OUT
Temple Association be instructed to Senate Bill embodying the so-called (
• . • •
ma-s*U:d booby on La Plata
vote "yes' on the rebuilding of the National Health Program, railing
OO THIS
THE/j^lN HIM!
for an outlay of $8.800 000 000 over k‘an(i’ Ecuador, shields its two
Temple.
To help prevent
a 10-year period, has been consigned ''gg'1 from Lhe sun' thus kPeping
colds developing,
use this special
Tlie Junior Rubinstein Club will to thc legislative graveyard. In its them cool instead of warm for
ized medication
hold a food sale Saturday at 11 place President Roosevelt suggests lial<'hln«
at first warning
sniffle or sneeze.
o'clock at Burpee's furniture store, that Congress appropriate from $7,_____
. Wliat a number of fine thoughts
—adv?
500.000 to $10,000,000 for the eon-' Robcrt L Stevenson left to tliis
struction of hospitalsJn needy areas world of thinking people. He said
Read The Courier-Gazette
to bc truly happy Ls a question oi
THIS IS “SAVE
WEEK”
The Rural Electrification Admin- how wr bf.gin and not of how wc
Jstratlon reports that at the begin- end, of what we want and not
CHECK THEIR EYESIGHT NOW I
Today and Wednesday
Ing of this year, approxlmaetly 400.-|w„at we have.
.CoMIQuE
000 families in the rural sections
• • • •
• ClAUDETTf
of the country werp getting elec-! Mary Baker Eddy said, "It is I
THf A’«E
Owe in every Four of this country’s youngsters suffer from defective
tricity over lines financed by R.E.A 8ood W> talk with cur past hours '
ALONG THI
HENRY
vision, according to our best informed visual authorities. What a
funds. Roughly, 80 percent of these and leam what report they bear.
and how tliey might, have reported
were farm families.
tremendous handicap this places on an/ child! The deplorable part fe
W EDNESDAY THURSDAY
• • • •
more spiritual growth." Good food
that much of this Cmdd Be Prevented. Don’t hazard your children’s
in nCHWtOlORI aj.’ of 1 lowland*1
SPENCER TRACY
During tlie year ending June 30.
eyes. For their sake, do these two important things:
HEDY LAMARR
‘Our population is going to be
i
! 1939, WJ»A. workers built or im
more
dispersed
in
the
future"
said
“
I
TAKE
THIS
proved approximately 111.000 miles
1. Have their eyes examined by a competent eyesight
Thursday
jof highways, roads and streets. Charles E Kettering, "because
WOMAN”
specialist at regular intervals.
Nearly 98,000 miles or these roads civilization and Its comforts and
CASH
NITE
WEDNESDAY
conveniences are no longer the
■ .
. . *.
were of the "farm-to-mnrket” type.
$280.00
2. Provide adequate, non-glaring light at all times. Use
special property of the cities."
Two Drawings—Two Winners
the new Better Sight Lamps . . . they are scientifically
Electricity is one of the greatest
of
these
blessings
to
thc
farmer
designed to do the best job of protecting eyesight.
KENT TAYLOR
LAST TIMES TODAV
Joseph CALLEIA Dick FORAN
LINDA HAYES
family. We owe much to the great
M. F. Herring’s Adress
Lilian Bond
Biggest
and Most Lavish
Central
Maine
Power
Co.
for
all
Donald MEEK-fuzzy KNIGHT
Morgan Conway
Can some reader put me in line
Musical Extravaganza
thej
have
done
and
ar"
accomplish

Margaret HAMILTON
J
j to find out the address of one M. F.
Plus Tally-Ho, $25
of the Year!
ing for the betternie.it and com
Herring a descendent of Nathaniel
forts' of the State both or. farm and
“BROADWAY
Herring and Meliitabel Rolfe Herr
MARCH 24
in the cities.
MELODY OF 1940”
ing. I had the address and last it
• • • •
"GONE WITH THE WIND"
and I ain quite anxious to secure it
FRED ASTAIRE
Louisiana ha;, a new industry.
El.EASOR POWELL
again.
Scales of the garfish make the
Bhowi Mat too, evg. g.st. *.]*
GEORGE MURPHY
Clara
S.
Overlook
most
lovely
modernistic
jewelry
. ...............
Contlhuouv Saturday 2.0(1 tn 10.10
- anntey. Matlnw » o-clork
Washington.
an3 many kinds of novelties

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

y&una eyes

WHEN A COLD
THREATENS TON

Vicks___
Va-tro-nol

your vision

r

DRUMS

COLBERT

MOHAWK FQNDA

ESI NEWS
My tittle

WE WANTERKNOW!

Better Sight Institute

Strand

Every-Other-Day
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etc.—Mistake —1.30 instead.—yap,' season. Every moming finds this
yap and growl, growl and an in- 1 foursome embarking on a big push
------vitation to come over and have which has the local champions
Our Versatile Writer Has lunch.—Lunch (shrimp cocktail, shaking sand out of thelr shoes at
By CLYDE II. SMITH,
And Lived In Fear That
Der Tag Of His Own— lobster newburg, freshly baked hot every step. If they keep it up
Repreaenting Maine's Second Congressional District
World Was Coming
_
,
, —...
.cream
cream tarter
tarter biscuits,
biscuits, dessert
dessert of
ot something
something is
'is cue
cue to bust down
Transplanted Citizens <t sliced fresh fruits, conversation and there beside suspenders.
To An End
The Nations Capital. March 12, i though not required, and lhat the
tea). Result—complete breakdown. |
-----------------8t. Petersburg, Fia., Marcli, 7.
(Special to The Courier-Gazette) I form and manner should be left to
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One-thirty p. m._Back at Sunset
My Day:—
Most of our great leaders have the individual conscience,
—Met James Powers die shot a
In looking over an old almanac
Arose betimes—which means in 74111) and trudged around 18 holes
been devout men. This was emBut we haVe drifted somewhat
for some wanted dates I found this,
phatically true of Washington, from the faith of our fathers and , St. Pete anywhere between 8 a. m. making shrimp drives and T putts
Medomak Summer Resi
to me an interesting item:
Lincoln, McKinley and Roosevelt, perhaps still more from the integ- and noon—Got tlie paper and in a biscuit blitzkrieg which lasted
"A comet of immense train ar.d
dent To Exhibit Them
This does not exclude our present rlty they were prone to observe found Henry A. Howard at tlie until 5 o'clock,
great brilliancy has visited our sys
At Portland Show
Chief Executive, yet tt is fitting to Not long since, a Jurist of consid- door with information that the, Back to Drier's for solace and
tem this winter of 1843. and was at
say that the reverent but aggres- crable prominence In Maine was next meeting of Tlie Seek and De- consolation—Met Mr, and Mrs.
Mrj> Albert R Benedict of Me.ts perihelion or nearest approach
sive Theodore, not Franklin D.. is trying to illustratethis decline to | vour Society would be held SaturHarrie Coe of Portland who dropped
ini
to the sun Feb. 19. being then dis
Intended by tlie last name men- j ft group of younger men. Said lie. day neon at Boca Ciega Inn with in for a brief call —Back home om ' an
on a r' • •• *
tant from it about 37.3"9,C09 miles '
tioned
“in the early days of my practice, the prospect that some 35 Rockland again for a cleanup before dinner. ,ectorol lhe Garden Club Federaand on March 27 it will be nearest
It is thc custom of the United a client only wanted to know what expatriates would gather for the (—Dinner, (beef stew with dump-tion of Maine, a member of the
to our earth.”
States Senate—a very excellent one pis contract promised. Now he , feast.
| lings, blueberry pie, coflee and ex- Longfellow Garden Club in PortTlie above item was written on
—to listen to the reading of the asks, 'Can he hold me to It?"'
1 Breakfast and to the Sunset Golf planations how come I wasn't land and the Old Bristol Garden
the margin as are many other notes,
Farewell Address of our great flrst it was a
glorious feeling—to fully Course where Tom Drier had home for lunchi—Evening paper—j Club of Damariscotta, has been
etc. It was signed Daniel Robin«on
President on each succeeding
trustyour neighbors—not some of agreed to meet me at 10.30—Noth-! (Snow and ice cover New England). ’ invited to exhibit her "Still Life
and the almanac was a copy of ”The
Washington's birthday. This they
them but every one. Musing on lng doing—no Drier—To the tele- J Seven o'clock Wiped dishes and Flower Pictures' at the Swett Art
United States Almanac for 1843,
did on Peb 22. just passed. In that
thoseold-time country surround- phone to Inquire why the Sam Hill ' broke one plate—Silence and gloom. Museum in Portland from March
volume 1. Daniel Robinson owner.’
famous state paper. Washington de- mgs makes one feel that, even ln.......................... ....................... ' —~ —Eight o'clock, Mr. and Mrs. 26 to March 30.
Mr Rcbinson was evidently well
dined to be a candidate for a third tills hard-boiled generation, stan- tlie habit of millions but there are Henry B Bird arrived for bridge.
Mrs. Benedict, nationally known
versed in astronomy as there are
manv marginal notes regarding the
presidential term and gave much jards of conduct, in the sparsely increasing .numbers who exercise Demanded recognition from Mr. as an authority on "Flower Arrangeplanets and other interesting data
advice which, from that far-a-way settled districts, cannot, after all, ingenuity to avoid work that, prop- ' Bird for tntroducing blueberry pie ment" will exhibit the entire set
In this year of 1940. nearly 100 years
time, now seems prophetic. On have changed so
very much. erly applied, would make them use- to Florida menus—Didn't get it.— Of World's Fair classes that she arthe need for integrity, speaking
in the earlier part of my public ful members of society.
’
later purple have been looking into
8 30 p. m battle of tlie sexes with ranged for the New York Flower
the heavens to watch the “neck
nearly 150 years ago, he said:
life, now an accumulation of morc j Thc honest, earnest manual victory for the males who swept
|n 1939 The countries rep"Of all tlie dispositions and than 40 years, a fellow legislator worker is entitled to the highest thc field with a smoke screen—Re resented will be: America. Africa.
lace cf stars" which will not be seen
again in the same positions for near
habits which lead to political or political comrade meant what respect. On the farm, in factory, sults; awful.
England. France. Holland. Italy and
ly ICO years.
prosperity, religion and morality he said and would stand 'oy it. That on the ships, in the various transTwelve p. m., sleep.
Austria.
• • • •
I am wondering what this comet
are indispensable supports. The this is not as true as it once was portation enterprises or in the
This week at the 27th Annual In
which Mr Rcbinson notes was or
mere politician, equally witli thc is 9 real griel.
mine, he is tlie very bone and sinew
Via the Grapevine
ternational Flower Show of the Horis called nnd if it has ever been
pius man. ought to respect and
a generation has passel across of society. If hc is prosperous,
The grapevine telegraph has lo- tlcultural
Qf New York
seen since. It doesn't seem that we
cherish them. Let us with caudou .the scene since my boyhood adven- prosperity is general; if he is idle, cated Mr and Mrs A L Oregory Orand Centra, Pglacr Mgrch
see ns many comets nowadays as
indulge thc supposition that mor- ture in politics as legislative i« pre- underpaid or misused, no one can and party in Tampa this week— Mj.ji>enetiict i exhibitina'differ ”t
ality can be maintained withoutsentative from the towns of Hart- prosper. But the workman who i Mr andMrs. William Todd
who *
e c s e i
ng
eren
were seen years ago. I remember
arrangements during the week, in
as a child of my father calling me
religion."
land, St. Albans, Harlno.iy, Rio cy, fails to give an honest day s • went Scuthto Palm Beach
early
cluding a modern table and mantle.
one morning about 4 o'clock to get
If we had no religion in America, Cambridge and Canaan. Old com- work, brings disrepute to himself I this winter to escape the rigors of
up and see the comet and a beauti- This is how Main street. Rorkland. looked in the days before the paring the perfection of one would be our raues would no longer surround mt, and hls fellows, deserves our con- , the St Petersburg climate have Appointed Planning Chairman of
the Show, she has been busy for
was laid. Photo loaned by Mrs. R. T. Clark.
ful sight it was as it rushed along
flrst concern. But we are most for- could I have tlie happy privilege of tempt and usually gets it.
[ returned and relocated thetr trailer
the past three months and ls also
the east teward ncrth as I remem
tunate ln this respect Our plo- again sitting in the House or Sen-1 Idleness and. perhaps even more, on another lot ln the Southward
ber This was in the year 1531-2
neers came Bible ln hand,
fer- ate of Maine. Yet someiew it government-supplied work, have Ho Trailer camp on Fifth avenue, ln charge of the Club Competition
secuted in the Oil World for their seems that, in those familiar tended to remove ambition and in- North
Mrs. J. F. Kennedy and of lllf gardens- which lepresent any
or 3. I do not remember which, and
faith, they early determined tha: haunts, the drift from religious in- dividual initiative. It is to be hoped Mrs. Camp of Boca Ciega Inn are ^arden' 8n> season, blue prints
I think was in thc menth cf No
Kilton Smith, Vinal
George Kittredge of So. worship should be encouraged, fluenee and old-time integrity can- the day is not Jar distant when all on a brief visit to Nassau—Mr. and lla'lng previously been submitted
vember.
I can also remember somewhere
not h*’'f ty._n 3o great a« in the can again be employed in private Mrs. Henry B Bird have moved t0 Mrs Benedict. New York State
haven Boy, Is a Member
Thomaston One of
about that time of folks believing
larger and note strenuous poiit!- industry, under norma! conditions, from Fourth street to thc Cushman is featurinS Childrens Gardens,
Of Boston Symphony
Maine's Midshipmen
the world was coming to an end.
cal realm It is a comfort to so
Can we return to the day when Guest House on Fifth street, North. Mrs Benedict is also judging at
Orchestra
the sun would rise in the west and
At Annapolis
dettrve. Even lf the thought if not sharp practice, even if legal, was —Th? Birds and the Browns were
Philadelphia Flower Show
bum up the wcrld How frightened
'justified. lit me nevertheless (het- classed as dishonest, when the feasted by the Dunns recently— March 11-16. ln Ihe Commercial
At 18. Kilton Smith, trombone
Maine’s two midshipmen in ’he
we children were to hear it talked
ish it
front door was never locked, when Mrs Rodney Weeks has returned Museum ln Philadelphia and at the
Qjass of at
u S Naval Without CaIrmmI—And You'll Jump Out ol
over by cur elders and on the ex- member of the Boston Symphony
This J'cHne ln reveren i and cur neighbor's word was good, to her home in Detroit; her father dose of these two shows, will go diBed in tho Morning Rarin* to Go
pected day 1 remember that I looked Orchestra, left his Maine home for Aca<kmy John B MuWjr of Bangor.
The liver ahould pour out two pints of
morality is not confined to any when the copybock maxim. "Hon- H E. Edwards is to remain in St. rectly to Portland to start her “oneliquid bile into your bowels daily, lf this
cut of the window in the morning Boston and college. For the fun of
onrge w Kittredge of South
ag< or c'rss. In my days rf
y- esty is the best policy," was some- Pete for awhile longer.
man" show exhibit, which was so
is not flowing freely, your food may
to see where the sun was.
Well, it « he brought hls old battered troma"d °^rge Kittredge of Sou h
not divest. It may juat decay io the bowels.
That Mr Bird, who just can't widely acclaimed last year
rising just where it alwavs has bone that he had been playing spas- Thomaston have been leaders in Gas bloats up your stomach. You get consti ■ hoed and young adult life, labor thing more than stimulation to
was
pated. You feel aour, sunk and the world
mean* tlw putting forth of -:/s good penmanship? ‘‘Can we." did keep out of the news nas teamed up
l.azinesJ I you ask?^ We must.
Otherwise with A B Allen. Percy Demmons
European housewives will have an
and that's that. There were manv modicallv Kilton was no sooner their regimental organizations dur- 'Tt'uk-.SlioM' rood, old Carter's Llttl. satir? ohy.rical effort.
people that year who did not plant a student than he found himself ing their undergraduate career, the fiwui/’fre/iy **' m»k7 >'*°
J*, j and i-fxlol*nee were rare. Where- we shall leave a very much dis- and Bert Thorndike to wear out e*tra chore to do In their spring
any crops, not expecting to need enmeshed in the proverbial Gordian superintendent reports
cp- Amuinc la maUna Mie awtfacG. ever c icoie.ed they weie citject ordered world to the coming gen- the shuffleboard courts at the house cleaning this year. They’ll
them and I don’t believe they got knot. The classroom was dull; the
Midshipman Mutty, son of Mr
to scorn Honest industry is still eratlon.
idowntown shuffleboard club thus have to dust off the sandbags.
any "relief that winter either, but books meaningless: suddenly he arKj Mrs J E. Mutty of 169 Orove
lived and lived on lor many more ’ knew It was music. He sought the street. Bangor, graduated from the !
years and the world still stands to I advice of Jacob Raichman. the flrst John Bapst High School and at-[
day. Can anyone tell me what yeai trombone player in the orchestra tended the University of Maine He
the comet was seen, the name of it Mr Raichman listened to the young ranks high in his class at Annapolis.
and the year the world was expected man. heard him play and suggested his relative standing for the first
to come to an end. Thanks.
that he study music
three years being 59,
Clara Overlock
Thus began four years of con-er.Midshipman Kittredge is the son
Washington. March 8.
h'
trated private study combined wtth of Mr and Mrs. S. F Kittredge of
orchestra rehearsals at the New Elm street South Thomaston He
HOPE POSTMASTER
England Conservatory. At last his was graduated from Freeport High
The United States Civil Service chance eame: he was asked to play School and attended Severn School
Commission has announced an ex- ,n the orchestra at the Esplanade of Severn Park. Maryland,
.wry eftantpiori“Bucky Wells
amination, as a result of which it concerts He then Joined the Pops
In the regimental organization
is expected to make certification to Orchestra and quickly glided into he held the ranks of Midshipman
till a contemplated vacancy in the a regular position with the orches- guidon petty officer and midshipman
flrst petty officer, for the first and
position of fourth class postmaster tra.
second groups.
at Hope, and other vacancies as He hails from Vinalhaven.
The two Maine midshipmen have;
they may occur at that offlce. unless j He likes Wagner's "Parsifal" and
t
the THRILLS
wfc
lj
it shall be decided in the interest Hill's Violin Concerto. His favorite lndicated that lf graduated and
'4
of the service to fill any vacancy by modern composers are Prokofiefl found
aU resPecU qualified, they
AND
EXTRAS
IN
SMOKING
\
H|
•
1
reinstatement. The examination and Hindemith. Next to the pos- , wish to be commissioned as ensign?
h
1
lIZ
EXTRA
MILDNESS
1 It
in
the
line
of
thc
U
S
Navy.
will lx- held nt Camden, application session of his flrst battered horn

Saw Great Comet

YOU NEEDED RUBBER BOOTS

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

Down In St. Pete

Benedict Pictures

His Chance Came

They’re Making Good

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

“SPEED fot boh-skuldiiig thrills’

’ ABBaSBI'-

SLOW III It AIM.

for smoking thrills!

I

»t

lo dose March 22. The compensation of the postmaster at this office
was *512 for the last fiscal year.
Applicants must have reached
fheir 21st birthday but not their
65th birthday on thc date of the
close of receipt of applications.

Kilton is ,'roudest of his early
America” ft rniture collection, not
to mention his china, prints and
glassware. Outdoors he whizzes bullets at targets when the hunting
’ season -closes. — Boston Evening
1 Transcript

There’s Only One Fuel
For Illis Kind of Weathi

There's no nt»e worrying about heating during these
days of unpredictable weather—when the quick heal
of D&H Anthracite will

protect your home from

•udden cold apella. And

in

prolonged raw, damp

weather—you’ll like the aleady, even heat of D&H
Anthracite. Juat Irv il onee and you'll always uae it.

■»THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL —

PHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

EXTRA COOLNESS

LI

Crosby High Girls
THEY'RE OFF—00 the mile-long Mt. Van Hoevenberg run at Lake

Elated Over Season’*
Record—Victory Over
Rockland the High Spot
Crosby High School of Belfast
boasted one of the finest girls'
basketball teams in that section this
season. Belfast winning 11 of its 16
games and tletng one. The Blue
and Gold sextet turned in its first
win since 1935 over Its traditional
rival. Kockland High, in the feature
game of its season. Other standout
performances were turned in by the
locals when they defeated Camden
High twice and tied the strong Bar
Harbor High sextet.
Prospects for another fine team
next winter are exceptionally fine
as but four of the girls on this
year's team will be lost through
graduation this spring.
Kay
Clement and Sally Smarden. high
scoring forwards, and Ruth Staples,
stellar guard, will be back to form
a nucleus for next years sextet.
High scorers of this year's sextet
were Kay Clement with 107 points
and Sally Smarden with 103. Other
girls who accounted for Crosby s 351
point total were P. Anderson and B.
Knowlton with 42, A Daniels with
41 and E. Brown with 14.
The season's record:
Crosby 24, Morse (Brooks 1 20.
Crosby 13, Morse (Brooks) 10.
Crosby 9. Rockland 33.
Crosby 14. Camden 9.
Crosby 37. Freedom Academy 25.
Crosby 17? Alumnae 26.
Crosby 18. Searsport 11.
Crosby 19. Bar Harbor 19.
Crosby 28. Winterport 20.
Crosby 5, Fairfield 27.
Crosby 28. Rockland 26
Crosby 30. Winterport 15.
Crosby 20. Camden 15.
Crosby 15. Bangor Commerce 16.
Crosby 41. Freedom Academy 13,
Crosby 33, Searsport 19.
Recapitulation: Crosby won 11,
lost 4. tied 1. Points 351, opponents
points 304
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EXTRA FLAVOR

Placid, N. Y. with "Bucky” Vella driving. Fifteen breath-taking turns
to go. Fifteen chances to taste the supreme thrills of speed. But in smok

ill

r

>

AND EXTRA SMOKING—I PICK

ing it's different, very different. "It’s time burning that makes a cigarette
tick with me,” "Bucky” Wells says. And he means what he says, because
he's smoked slow-burning Camels for ten

li

I

THE SLOW-BURNING CIGARETTE!

years.

...CAMEL

fe; >J

”ONE-TWO-BOB! ONE-TWO- BOB!” And, as the crew bobs, "Bucky”

picks up sj»eed ... 60— 70— 80 miles an hour, driving high on the glassy
wall of ice as be swings thc quarter-ton steel sled around the curve. But
in the field of cigarettes, this daring speedster gives the laurels to the
ipiality of s/ou-burning he finds in Camels. You can tell by their mild,

mellow taste that Camels burn cooler, slower—and scientists have con
firmed this: Camels burned slowest of all in recent tests.

(Seepanel below.)

______________
In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned
25% glower than thc average of the 15 other
of the largest-selling brands tested — slower
than any of them. That means, on the aver

age, a smoking plug equal to

■-*1

_______

HH!

■

.Xr'. 1
Copjrlibl. 1910. K J. Ronolds Tobacco Company, WlmtonSdew. North Carolina

F you want lo know how it feels to go 80 miles an hour on a racing bob-sled,

I

“Bucky” Wells of Keene Valley, N. Y. can tell you. But when it comes to

cigarettes, “Bucky” Wells is on thc slow side . . . thc

slow-burning side. If you

know your cigarettes, that means Camels!

5 EXTltA SMOKES
PER PACK!

“I know Camels burn slower,” “Bucky” says. “There’s cool comfort in a slow*
burning Camel. Mildness—nlorc flavor. Every puff is a fresh treat to lhe taste, and

—grt this—there are many more puffs to enjoy in a Camel. Slow burning means

extra .smoking. ‘I’d walk a mile for a ....’ ” Even if a gust of wind did carry away
“Bucky’s” last word, not many people would fail to realize it wus C-A-M-E-L.

Camels ure made from costlier tobaccos—drawn from the greatest treasure of

1

MORE
PLEASURE PER FUIT
MORE
PUFFS PER BICKt

C

melic

mellowed tobaccos ever brought together in one place in the world.

amels

lAe cigarette qf Costlier Toba<

